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ABSTRACT 
Let M be an Abelian W*-algebra of operators on a Hilbert 
space'}/. Let M 0 be the set of all linear, closed, densely defined 
transformations in 'JI which commute with every unitary operator in 
I . ' the commutant M of M. A well known result of R. Pallu de Barriere 
states that if cp is a normal positive linear functional on M, then cp is 
of the form T - (Tx, x) for some x in';/, where T is in M. An elemen-
tary proof of this result is given, using only those properties which 
are consequences of the fact that ReM is a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space with plenty of normal integrals. The techniques used lead to a 
natural construction of the class M 0, and an elementary proof is 
given of the fact that a positive self-adjoint transformation in M 0 has 
a unique positive square root in M 0 . It is then shown that when the 
algebraic operations are suitably defined, then M 0 becomes a com-
mutative algebra. If ReM0 denotes the set of all self-adjoint elements 
of M 0, then it is proved that ReM0 is Dedekind complete, universally 
complete Riesz space, which contains ReM as an order dense ideal. A 
generalization of the result of R. Pallu de la Barri~re is obtained for 
the Riesz space ReM0 which characterizes the normal integrals on the 
order dense ideals of ReM0 . It is then shown that ReM 0 may be iden-
tified with the extended order dual of ReM, and that ReM0 is perfect 
in the extended sense. 
Some secondary questions related to the Ries z space ReM are 
also studied. In particular it is shown that ReM is a perfect Riesz 
space, and that every integral is normal under the assumption that 
lV 
every decomposition of the identity operator has non-measurable 
cardinal. The presence of atoms in ReM is examined briefly, and it 
is shown that ReM is finite dimensional if and only if every order 
bounded linear functional on ReM is a normal integral. 
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INTRODUCTION 
This thesis will be primarily concerned with those properties 
of an Abelian W•-algebra M which follow from the fact that ReM is a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space. Of fundamental importance will be 
the r8le played by the normal integrals on ReM or alternatively, the 
ultraweakly continuous linear functionals on M. Wherever possible, 
techniques from the theory of Riesz spaces will be used, although it 
will be often advantageous to use techniques from the theory of 
operators. 
Part I provides a short summary of background information 
from the theory of Riesz spaces, together with some results from 
operator theory. In II, von Neumann algebras are defined and it is 
shown that a W*-algebra with the Riesz decomposition property is 
necessarily Abelian. In III, attention is focussed on the order dual 
of ReM, where Mis an Abelian W*-algebra. In particular, it is 
shown that every integral on ReM is normal except in a very patho-
logical case, and that if M is not finite dimensional, then non-zero 
singular functionals exist. The presence of atoms in ReM is examined 
briefly. 
The crucial result of R. Pallu de la Barri~re is obtained in IV, 
which characterizes the normal integrals on an Abelian W*-algebra. 
In V, it is shown that the real part of an Abelian W*-algebra M is a 
perfect Riesz space; this is used to derive the well known result that 
M is a dual space as a Banach space, namely, M is the Banach dual 
of the Banach space of ultraweakly continuous linear functionals on M. 
In VI, the space M 0 of (unbounded) closed transformations 
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which "belong" to the Abelian w•-algebra M in a certain sense, are 
defined. An elementary proof is given that each positive self-adjoint 
element of M 0 has a unique positive square root in M 0. The algebraic 
structure of M 0 is examined in VII. It is necessary to give a lemma 
which replaces the spectral theorem for general self-adjoint trans-
formations so that some crucial results of von Neumann and Murray 
are available within the framework developed. 
It is shown in VIII that ReM 0 may be endowed with a partial 
order in which it becomes c~ Riesz space which contains ReM as an 
order dense ideal. IX shows that ReM 0 is a Dedekind c ornplete, uni-
versally complete Riesz space. A generalization of the result of 
R. Pallu de la Barriere is obtained in X which leads to a characteri-
zation of the normal integrals on the order dense ideals of ReM0 . 
The extended order dual of ReM is examined in XI, and it is sh own that 
ReM0 is perfect in the extended sense. 
Finally in XII, the results obtained in VI are used to give an 
elementary proof of the fact that any positive self-adjoint transforma-
tion in 'if has a unique positive self-adjoint square root. 
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I. PRELIMINARY INFORMATION 
Riesz Spaces. 
A partially ordered real linear vector space (L, ~FI with 
elements f, g, ... , is called an ordered vector space if the partial 
order on L is compatible with the algebraic structure of L, i. e., 
(i) f ~ g implies f + h ~ g + h for every hEL 
(ii) f ~ 0 im?lies af ~ 0 for every real a~ 0 
An ordered vector space Lis called a Riesz space if, for every pair 
f, g E L, sup(f, g) exists in L. 
If L is an ordered vector space, the subset L + = {fbi:f~ O} is 
called the positive cone of L. Elements of L + are called positive. If 
Lis a Riesz space, we will write sup(f, g) = fVg, inf(f, g) = f /\g. 
f+ = fVO, f- = (-f)VO, lfl = fV(-f). + - I I + -We have f = f -f , f = f +f • If 
If I /\I g I = 0, then f and g are said to be disjoint and this is denoted by 
f .1. g. If D is an arbitrary subset of a Riesz space L the set 
Dd = {fEL:f.l.D} is called the disjoint complement of D. If pis a norm 
on the Riesz space L such that p(f) ~ p(g) if lfl ~ lgl, .then pis called 
a Riesz norm on L. Note that p(f) = p( 1£1) for any Riesz norm p on L. 
A Riesz space L has the Riesz decomposition property: if 
+ + 0 ~ u ~ z 1 + z 2 , z 1, z 2 EL , then there exist u 1, u 2 EL such that 
u = u 1+u2, and u 1 ~ z 1, u 2 ~ z 2 . 
The indexed subset {fT :-r E { T} } of the ordered vector space L 
is called directed upwards if for any 'f 1, 'f 2 E { 'f}, there exists T 3 E { T} 
such that f ~ f , f ~ f hold simultaneously. This is denoted by 
'f3 'fl 'f3 Tz 
f t . If f j and f = sup f exists in L, we will write f j f. TT TT T TT 
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The linear subspace K of a Riesz space L is called a Riesz 
subspace of L whenever, for every pair f, gin K, the elements 
fVg, f/\g are also in K. The linear subspace A of L is called an (order) 
ideal in L if A is solid, i.e .• f EA, gEL, and lg! ~ !fl implies gEA. 
The ideal A in L is called a band whenever it follows from 0 ~ f if, 
T 
f EA for all T. that fEA. 
T 
If D is an arbitrary subset of L, then the 
intersection of all ideals (bands) containing Dis again an ideal (band). 
in fact the smallest such containing D, and will be called the ideal 
(band) generated by D. If D consists of a single element f of L, the 
ideal (band) generated by f will be called the principal ideal (band) 
generated by f. Any band in the Riesz space L such that A E9 Ad = L 
holds is called a projection band. 
The Riesz space L is called Dedekind complete if every non-
empty subset of L which is bounded from above has a supremum. 
Equivalently L is Dedekind complete whenever, given the upwards di-
rected set l~f t ~ g in L, it follows that there exists fE L such that 
T T 
f j fin L. If L is a Dedekind complete Riesz space then every band 
T T 
is a projection band. 
The order dual of a Riesz space. 
The real linear functional cp on the Riesz space Lis said to be 
positive whenever cp(f) ::? 0 for all f EL+. The real linear functional cp 
on Lis said to be order bounded if for every uEL +. the number 
sup( I cp(f) I: If f~ u) is finite. The set of all order bounded linear func-
tionals is denoted by L -. Under the natural definitions of addition and 
scalar multiplication, L"' is a real linear vector space, partially 
ordered by setting cp 1 ::?cp2 whenever cp 1-cp 2 ~ 0. With respect to this 
5 
partial ordering L,..,,. is a Dedekind complete Riesz space. 
The order bounded linear functional cp on the Rie sz space L is 
said to be an integral whenever it follows from 0 ~ un J 0 that cp(un) ... 0 
as n-+ oo. The collection of all integrals, L """', is a band in L "'"'. The 
c 
element cpE L ...... will be called a singular functional if cpl. 'Ir for all \f'E L;. 
The set of all singular functionals L'; is a band in L""' and L= L; ED L;: 
The order bounded linear functional cp on a Riesz space Lis said to 
be a normal integral if u I 0 implies inf ~Eu ) I = 0. The set of all 
- 'T""''T" 'T" 'T" 
normal integrals on L will be denoted by L. L,..... is a band in L"'"' and 
n n c 
we set L"" = L,..., ED L....,. 
c c, sn n 
For any subset A of a Riesz space L, the Riesz annihilator A 0 
is defined by A 0 = (cp:cpEL ""', cp(f) = 0 for all fEA}. For any subset Bin 
L ""', the inverse Riesz annihilator 0 B is defined by °.B= (f:fEL, cp(f) = 0 
for all cpEB}. If A is an ideal in L, then A 0 is a band in L"'"'. If Bis 
an ideal in L""', then °B is an ideal in L. If (L, p) is a normed Riesz 
space, denoted by L , L* will denote the Banach dual of L . L •is an p p p p 
ideal in L"'" For any subset Ac L the (Banach) annihilator Al. is p - p 
the set of all cpEL * satisfying cp(f) = 0 for all fE A. Similarly for p 
B s;; L:, the inverse annihilator l.B is the set of all fELP satisfying 
cp(f) = 0 for all cpE B. If A is an ideal in L , then Al. is a band of L *. p p 
If B is an ideal in L *, p 
For any cpE L "', 
then l.B is an ideal in L . p 
set N = (fEL: !cp!{lfl> = o}. 
cp N is always an cp 
ideal and is called the null ideal of cp; if cl> denotes the band of L"" 
0 generated by cp, then Ncp = ·4>. Define Ccp' the carrier of cp, by setting 
C = (N )d. If L is Dedekind complete, and if cp, 'fEL "', let 4>, +denote 
cp cp n 
the principal bands generated by cp, 'f;'IJI f(>if and only if 0 4> S 0 '1!. 
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For a more complete discussion of Riesz spaces, the reader 
is referred to [9], [10}, [11 ]. 
Topologies on £W). 
Let 'j{ be a complex Hilbert space with elements x, y, z, ... ; 
by SJJ/) denote the algebra of all (bounded) linear operators on 'H with 
elements S, T, . . . . SJJI), equipped with the usual operator norm, is 
a B*-algebra. £(U'} may be endowed with a variety of locally convex 
topologies which are important in the study of operator algebras. The 
coarsest locally convex topology on S1)/J for which the maps T ... Tx of 
~F into 'j{ is called the strong operator topology. The locally convex 
topology on Sfi/) generated by the family of semi-norms T ..... (Tx, y) is 
called the weak operator topology. Let x 1, x 2, .. , be a sequence of 
00 
elements of 'Hwhich satisfy &1 11xi11 2 < oo. The collection of all semi-
oo 2 .!. . 
norms of the form T ..... f:t: 1 II Txi II } z defines a locally convex topology 
on £M called the ultrastrong topology. Similarly, the collection of all 
00 oc 
semi-norms of the form T ..... I ~ 1 (Tx., y.) I, where ~ 1 l= 1 1 l= l!x.11 2 < oo , 1 
oc 2 ~=l II yi II < oo, defines on £W), the ultraweak topology. The algebraic 
structure of £W) is not in general compatible with any of these to-
pologies. However, the maps S ..... ST, T .... TS are continuous in each 
topology, while the map T .... T* is continuous in the weak topology and 
in the ultraweak topology. If £ 1 ~F denotes the unit ball of S,(!f) in the 
uniform operator topology, then on ~ ('H), the strong operator topology 
coincides with the ultrastrong topology and the weak operator topology 
coincides with the ultraweak topology. For a more complete discus -
sion, see [I]. 
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The spectral theorem for self-adjoint operators 
Let A be a self-adjoint operator of .tw). A will be called 
££Sitive, written A ::2: 0, if for every xEU", (Ax, x) ::2: O. To every posi-
tive self-adjoint operator A, there corresponds a unique positive 
self-adjoint operator B such that B 2= A. Bis called the positive square 
.l 
~of A, written Ai. If S is any self-adjoint operator which com-
1 
mutes with A, then S also commutes with A a. For any operator 
SE.t(N'), denote by N(S) the null space of Sand by R(S) the closure 
in J{of the range of S. If A is a self-adjoint operator in.£("), set 
1 
IA!= (A2 )"i, A+= j-(A+IAI ). For each a., -oo<a.<+oo, denote by P 
a. 
the orthogonal projection on R( (a.I-A)+), where I denotes the identity 
operator in J/. The system f Pa.} is called the spectral family of A, 
and has the property that each P commutes with every self-adjoint 
a. 
operator that commutes with A. If e: > 0, a, bare real numbers such 
that al~ A~ (b-e:)I, let ir = ir(a.0 , ... , a.n) be a partition of [a, b] and set 
n n 
s (ir;A) = L:k- l a.k_ 1(P -P ), t(ir;A) = L:k l a.k(P -P ). From 
- a.k a.k- 1 .. a.k a.k- 1 
the properties of the system {P }, s(ir;A) ~A~ t(ir;A). Let ir , n=l, 2, .. 
a. n 
be a sequence of partitions of [a, b], each of which is a refinement of 
its predecessor and such that lir I! 0. Then llA-s(ir ;A>ll - 0, 
n n n 
ljA-t(ir ;A} ft -+ 0 as n - oo. This is the spectral theorem. As a general 
n 
reference on operator theory see [ 12 J. An elegant exposition of the 
spectral theorem may be found in [9] where it is shown that if SW) 
denotes the set of all self-adjoint elements of .£{JI), then any subset of 
a(Jt) which is an Abelian algebra that is closed in the weak operator 
topology, and contains the identity I, is a Dedekind complete Riesz 
space. The spectral theorem is then deduced as a special case of the 
8 
Freudenthal spectral theorem, which is valid in any Riesz space 
which has the property that every principal band is a projection band. 
The pol~r decomposition. 
1 
If T E.fW'), set IT I= Eq~qFaK T has a ~ique decomposition 
(the polar decomposition of T) of the form T = U IT I where U is a 
partial isometry wnose initial space is R( IT I). The relations 
Notation: If?!! is a linear subspace of 'JI, [?!!]will denote the norm 
closure of?!! in .9/. If M is any subalgebra of.£(';/), ~any subset of 'JI, 
then E1: will denote the projection on the closed subspace in';/ 
generated by all elements of the form fTx: TE M, xE ~gK 
When necessary, the real numbers will be denoted by R, the 
complex numbers by ct. 
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II. INTRODUCTORY REMARKS ON VON NEUMANN ALGEBRAS 
Let Jibe a complex Hilbert space;!("' the algebra of all bounded 
linear operators in 'JI. Let S be an arbitrary subset of !E~K Let 
S' = { TE.£(V): TS= ST for all SES}. S' is called the commutant of 
s. It is clear that we always have S £; S". 
A subalgebra M of t(JI) will be called a • - subalgebra of .t(V) 
(or a self-adjoint subalgebra of.£(\') ) if SEM implies Sfr EM. 
Definition 2. 1: A* - subalgebra M of .£(JI) will be called a von Neumann 
algebra (briefly a w•-algebra) in JI if and only if M = M". 
We summarize briefly those properties of a von Neumann 
algebra M which will be needed most frequently in the sequel. The 
proof of these results and a complete list of the fundamental properties 
of von Neumann algebras may be found in [1]. 
If Mis a von Neumann algebra, we shall denote by Re M the set 
of all self-adjoint operators in M. Re M is a real linear vector space, 
partially ordered by defining A~ B for A, B E Re M whenever (Ax, x) 
~ (Bx, x) holds for each x EJI. By (Re M)+, or simply M+ we shall de-
note f TERe M: T ';;!: OJ. 
(i) If AERe M, and if f is any real valued continuous function of 
a real variable, then f(A) also belongs to ReM. The spectral family of 
A belongs to Re M. 
(ii) Each operator in M is a linear combination of unitary oper-
ators in M. 
(iii) If M is any • - subalgebra of !(tr) containing the identity 
operator I then Mis a von Neumann algebra if and only if M (or M 1, 
the unit ball of M in the uniform operator topology) is closed in any one 
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of the weak, strong, ultraweak or ultrastrong topologies. 
1 
Remarks: (a) (i) implies that if AE(ReM)+ then AaE(ReM)+. 
(b) It follows from (ii) that an operator AE!(N') belongs to M 
if and only if TU= UT for each unitary operator U in M'. 
(c) (iii} provides a purely topological definition of a von 
Neumann algebra. 
The order structure of a W*- algebra 
We are primarily interested in the role played by the order 
structure of a W*- algebra. If B denotes the set of all self-adjoint 
operators in !(1"). then it has been shown by Kadison [ 6 J that if A, B 
are elements of a. then A/\ B exists in a if and only if A ~ B or B ~ A. 
On the other hand, if the W*- algeb:ra M is Abelian, then Re M is a 
Dedekind complete Riesz space. For an elementary proof of this 
result see [9]. Chapter 5. The proof is elementary in that it does not 
depend on the spectral theorem for bounded operators, which is then 
derived as a consequence of the Riesz space structure of Re M. 
If the hypothesis of commutativity is deleted, then the Riesz 
space structure disappears. It has been shown by Sherman [ 18], that 
if N is a C*- algebra (a \miformly closed :;elf-adjoint subalgebra of 
J:(N') ) such that ReN is a lattice, then N is commutative. It is possible 
to obtain a relatively simple proof of this result in the special case of 
a w•- algebra. 
Theorem 2.2: Let M be a W*- algebra. Assume that ReM has the 
Riesz decomposition property. Then M is Abelian. 
Proof: It is sufficient to show BP= PB, where P is any projection of 
M, and BE Re M satisfies C ~ B ~fK Observe that if Q is any projection 
11 
+ of M, and A E (Re M) , then A~ Q implies AQ = QA. In fact A ~ Q 
implies N(A) = N(Q). and R(A)::; R(Q). Thus N(Q). R(Q) are invariant 
under A so that AQ = QA. From 0 ~ B ~fI follows B ~ P + I-P. Thus 
B=B1 +BO withl~B 1 :;::mI l~BO ~f-mK Thus B 1P=PB 1, 
B 2 P = PB2 hence also BP= PB. 
Corollary 2. 3: Let M be a w•- algebra, and asswne that Re M is a 
· Riesz space. Then M is Abelian. 
Proof: Since Re M is a Riesz space, it has the Riesz decomposition 
property. For other results of this nature, see Ogasawara [14], and 
Fukamiya et. al., ~4zK 
We shall frequently use the following result [ 1 ], Appendix II. 
Let M be any W*- algebra. Let S £;Re M, and assume S is directed 
upwards in Re M. Suppose further that there exists a TE Re M such 
that S ~ T for each SE s. Then sup S exists in ReM. 
It should also be observed that if M denotes the collection of p 
all projections in a W*-algebra M, then M is the smallest uniformly 
closed *- subalgebra of .£('/) containing M . Further, M is a com-p p 
plete lattice under the natural definition of /\and V - namely, if 
ml' m2 are subspaces in';/, let cml' m2J and ml nm2 denote respectively 
the smallest closed Eubspaces of';{ containing m 1, m 2 and the inter-
section of m 1, m 2 ; if Em , Em denote the orthogonal projection on 1 2 
these subspaces, then E.,,, V Em = E[f)9! m J and Em /\Em = E'1! nm · 
"
1 1 2 "'1 ' 2 1 2 I 2 
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III. LINEAR FUNCTIONALS ON A w•-ALGEBRA 
For any von Neumann algebra M, we shall denote by M.,V. the set 
of all complex linear functionals on M, by Mlfr the Banach dual of M, 
and by M the set of all ultraweakly continuous linear functionals on 
n 
M. An element cp E Ml will be called positive and WP shall write cp ~ 0 
if cp(T) ~ 0 for each TE (Re M)+. If 0 :!':'.: cp E Ml, :her:~ it follows imme-
diately that, for each S, TE M 
(i) cp(T•) = cp(T) 
(ii) lcecs* T) 12 :!':'.: cp (S*S) cp(T*T). (Cauchy-Schwartz). 
In particular each positive linear functional on M is uniformly bounded, 
with norm cp(I) where I denotes the identity operator in ';I. 
Definition 3. 1: A positive linear functional cp on M will be called normal 
if 0 :s:: TT j TT in (Re M)+ implies supT cp(T'T") = cp(T). 
The notion of normality is related to the ultraweak topology of M via 
Theorem 3. 2: Let cp be a positive linear functional on M. cp is normal 
if and only if cp is ultraweakly continuous. 
For the proof see [l]. 
If x, y E 'JI, we shall denote by w (M) the canonical linear 
x, y 
functional T-+ (Tx, y), for T EM. It is clear that the canonical func-
tionals w (M) are normal, where x E'J/. 
x,x 
We will now assume for the remainder of this chapter that the 
w"'- algebra Mis Abelian. Equipped with the usual operator norm, 
ReM is a normed Riesz space which is Dedekind complete and norm 
complete. We shall denote the set of all (real) linear functionals on 
ReM by (ReM)I, the Banach dual of ReM by (ReM)*, the band of normal 
integrals on ReM by EoeMF~I and the order dual of ReM by EoeMF~ 
The Riesz space notation and terminology will be as in f!O ]. 
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Lemma 3. 3 (ReMf" = EoeM~ 
Proof: If co E (ReM) ........ then c,o = c,o1 -c,o2 • c,o 1.cp2 ~ O. By the Cauchy-
Schwartz unequality. c,o 1• c,o2 are uniformly bounded. hence cp E (ReM}lft. 
If c,o E (ReM)*. then sup ( I cp(S) I: SEReM. l~ps: 1 T IJ s:ll con n T"; 
hence c,o is order bounded. 
The following extension theorem will be found useful. We 
assume that N is a linear space over the complex field and has the 
following properties: 
(i) There exists a map tc: N - N which satisfies. for all f, gEN, 
A.Ea: 
(a) f ** = f (b) <H>*= r f • (c) (f+g)* = f*+g*. 
(ii) If (N, p ) is a normed linear space, then p (f) = p(t •) for all 
f EN. 
(iii) If (N, T) is a locally convex linear topological space, then 
*: f - f *is 'T" -continuous. 
Set ReN = (f EN: f = f*J. Any f E ReN will be called self-
adjoint. If f is arbitrary in N, set f = f 1 + i f 2 , f 1 = t(f+f*), f 2= J. (f-f:tr). 
We will write N = ReN + i ReN. Denote by Nfl' (respectively (ReN)f) the 
set of all <I:-linear (respectivelyll-linear) maps t: N-+ ¢(respectively 
c,o:R.eN-.R. If t EN'*, then for fE N define t*(f) = cp(f*). It follows 
easily that t* EN' and that the map 41: -r! _. Nf satisfies the conditions 
of (i) above with N replaced by NI. If t = t *· then naturally t will be 
called self-adjoint. 
Theorem 3. 4: (i) Let t in Nrlfr be self adjoint. The restriction of t to 
ReN is an element of (ReN)'H=. Conversely, if cp E (ReN)'1', then c,o may 
be extended uniquely to a self adjoint element t of Niil/r. 
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(ii) If (N, p) is a normed linear space, and cp E (ReN)I is 
p- bounded, then its self-adjoint extension~ EN" is p-bounded and 
satisfies llpll p = 1141 II P· 
(iii) If 'f is a locally convex linear topology on N, and qi E(ReN)'fr 
is ::-continuous, then its self-adjoint extension t E ~is alsoT-continuous. 
Proof: (i) Let 41 E ~ be self-adjoint; if f E ReN then 
41 (f) = ~ *(f) = f(1*} = Hf). 
Hence the restriction oft to ReN is an element of (ReN):/I:. 
Conversely let cp E(ReN)'lf:. For fEN set t(f) = co{i(f+f*) 
- i cpd(f-f*) ). It follows easily that t EN:/I:, t is se:f-adjoint and t is 
an extension of cp. That t extends cp uniquely fallows from the fact that 
N = ReN + i ReN. 
(ii) If fE N, then jt(f)j = t(af) where a= exp(-i arg t(f) ). 
Thus t(af) is real; t (af) = j(t (af) + nCi1T) = jE~ (af) + t*(a f*) ) 
= ~EjEaf+af*FF = cp(j(af+af*) ). 
Observe that p(f) ~ 1 implies p(!(af + a f'4t) ) ~ 1. Hence pt II p ~ff cp 11 p 
and since the opposite inequality is obvious we have lit II p = llcplj p. 
(iii) follows immediately from t (f) = cp(j(Hf*) ) - i cp(!(f-f*) ) 
and the fact that *: N ..... N is '!"-continuous. 
We will therefore identify each cp E (ReN)' with its corresponding 
self-adjoint extension t E N". 
Corollary 3. 5: Let M be an Abelian W*-algebra: Then 
(i) Re(M+) = (Re M)f (ii) Re(M*) = (ReM)=f< = (Re M)._ 
(iii) Re(M ) = (Re M)""" (iv) Re( (M )*) = ((Re M)- )* 
n n n n 
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Integrals and normal integrals in (Re M)"'"' 
Recall that a linear functional cp E (Re Mf ... is called an integral, 
whenever it follows from 0 ~ T I 0 in Re M that inf jcp(T ) I = 0. n~ n n 
cp E(Re M) ..... is called a normal integral if T,. i,. 0 in Re M implies 
inf'Tlcp(T,.) I = O. If cp is a normal integral on ReM, :hen cp = cp+ - cp , 
where cp+,cp- are positive normal linear functionals on M. We have the 
following decomposition: 
(Re M)"' = (ReM)""' E9 (ReM) ,_ E9 (ReM)'""' 
s,c c,sn n 
where (ReM) ..... , (ReM)..... , (ReM),.... denote respectively the band of 
n c,sn s,c 
normal integrals on ReM, the band of integrals which are singular with 
respect to normality, and the band of singular functionals (cf [ 11] Note 
XVA). It is natural to ask whether every integral is a normal integral 
and it is obvious that we may confine our attention to positive function-
als. If 0 ~ cp E (ReMf ... , then cp is a normal integral if and only if, for 
each family pairwise disjoint projections of M, {E.}.,,.,., it follows that 
1 lc.r 
cp(!: E.) = !: cp (E.) (cf [ 1 J p. 65 ). From this it follows easily that if 
i€J 1 iE..Q 1 
M is a-finite, i. e. if every family of mutually orthogonal projections 
of M is at most countable, ther.. the notions of normal integral and 
integral coincide. In particular, if ~is separable, then every integral 
is normal. It is the aim of this section to show that, except in a 
certain pathological case, every integral is a normal integral for an 
Abelian W*-algebra M. This result is hardly surprising in view of the 
more general result of [7]. However, the proof in the present case is 
more algebraic in nature. 
We first examine some relations that exist between the alge-
braic ideals of the Abelian W*'-algebra M and the order ideals of the 
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Riesz space ReM. As usual a subset N of M will be called an alge-
braic ideal in M if N is a linear subspace of Mand SEN, TEM implies 
STEN. The notions of order ideal and band in ReM have been defined 
in Chapter I. 
Remark: Let N be an algebraic ideal in M, and let SEM. From the 
polar decomposition of S, it follows immediately that SEN ~ ~ S•EN 
~ js I EN. It should also be observed that the closure of Nin the 
weak operator topology is again an algebraic ideal in M, 
. Notation: For any subset D of the Riesz space ReM we shall denote 
by (D), (respectively (D}), the order ideal, (respectively band), 
generated by D. 
w If N is any subset of M, we shall denote by N the closure of N 
in the weak operator topology. 
Theorem 3. 6: (i) If N is an algebraic ideal (respectively weakly closed 
algebraic ideal) in M, then ReN is an order ideal (respectively band) 
in ReM. 
(ii) If K is an order ideal (respectively band) in ReM, then 
K + i K is an algebraic ideal (respectively weakly closed algebraic 
ideal) in M. 
(iii) If N is an algebraic ideal in M then Nw = (ReN}+ifReN}. 
(iv) If K is an order ideal of ReM, then (K} = Re"'[K+i'K)w. 
{v) If Pis anx projection of M, then (P) = (P}. 
Proof: (i) Let N be an alg~braic ideal of M. From the above remark 
it follows immediately that ReN is a Riesz subspace of ReM. Assume 
S EReM satisfies 0 ~ IS f~ T, where TE(ReN)+. By a generalization 
of the polar decomposition for bounded operators ([ l J p. 11 ), there 
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1 1 
exists a unique element AEM which satisfies IS j "i = AT"l. Thus 
Is I = (A *A)T so that Is IE ReN; hence s+. s-. s = s+ -S- all belong to 
ReN, so that ReN is an order ideal in ReM. If N is weakly closed 
then O ~ T1.j.,.. T, T.,-EReN, TE ReM implies TERel\· so that ReN is a 
band in ReM. 
(ii) If K is an order ideal in ReM, then K+ i K is certainly a 
linear subspace of M. Suppose that TE K+ i K, and that U is a unitary 
element of M. From the uniqueness of the square root follows 
!UTl=ITIEK. From IReUTI. !Im rq!~ !UT! follows Re(UT)EK, 
Im(UT)E K so that UTE K+ i K so that K+ i K is an algebraic ideal of M. 
If K is also a band in ReM, let N denote R+iR w. In particular N is 
an algebraic ideal of M. Let 0 ~ TEN. From [I], p. 45 there exists a 
family 0 s; T .,..1'.,..T with 0 :-;;:: T EK. Since K is a band, T EK. Thus 
K+ i K is weakly closed. 
(iii), (iv) follow readily and the proof will be omitted. 
(v) It is sufficient to prove that fP} c (P). Let TE [P}. By 
[9], lemma 26.5 R(jT!) ~ R(P). Thus !Tl:-;;:: A.P for some constant A. 
so that I Tl E (P), therefore T E (P). Hence (P) = (P}. 
Lemma 3. 7: Let 0 :-;;:: cp ( (ReM);. Let Ncp = [TEReM: cp( IT I)= o}. 
Then cpE (ReM)"" if and only if N is a band in ReM. 
n cp 
Proof: Identical to [10], Note VIII, Theorem 27. 5, and will be omitted. 
Suppose now that P is any projection of M. A decomposition of 
Pis a collection of projections [Pa} ab~ such that Pa 1- 0, P l. P if 
u al a2 
a 1 ~ a 2 and Ya Pa = P. The cardinal of the indt"'x set G is called the 
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cardinal of the decomposition. A set X is said to have a measurable 
cardinal if there exists a countably additive measure v on the collection 
of all subsets of X such that v(X) = 1, and v(F) = 0 for every finite sub-
set F of X. If such a measure vdoes not exist, then Xis said to have 
a non-measurable cardinal. We now have the following theorem: 
Theorem 3. 8: Lei: <'D :.: 0 be an integral on ReM and suppose that every 
decomposition of i .. the identity of M, has a non-measurable cardinal. 
Then cp is a normal integral. 
Proof: Let ia denote the family of all collections (P l3} of mutually 
orthogonal projections Pl3 such that cp(Pl3) = a. Bis inductively ordered 
by inclusion so there is a maximal 
P = sup P ; then cp(P) = 0. If not, 
(I a. 
such collection (P } aE G,, say. Let 
a 
then for AE zG setv(.A)=cp(supaEA P 
0
) 
and observe that cp(P) -:j 0 contradicts the hypothesis that G has non-
measurable cardinal. 
Let f P} denote the principal band generated by Pin Re M. 
By theorem 3. 6 (v), (P} coincides with the principal ideal (P) generated 
by P in ReM. In view of lemma 3.6, it is now sufficient to show that 
(P} = N = (TEReM: r.p(ITI> = o}. Observe that if TE[P} = (P), then 
cp 
there exists an integer k such that IT I ~ k P. Thus cp( IT I>= 0 so that 
f P} C Ncp. On the other hand, assume TE ReM and cp( IT I>= 0. By the 
spectral theorem, there exists a sequence Sn = ~i~ l ai Qin) in R eM 
with ai > 0, oin) projections in M such that Sn In IT I in ReM. (f)(' TI>= 0 
implies cpEn~n» = 0 for each i, n. Thus n~nF E f P} hence S E f P} for 
i i n 
each n. Since f P} is a band, I Tl E (P} and so {P} = N , and CD is 
cp 
normal. 
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Singular linear functionals on ReM 
Following the discussion of the preceding section, we will 
write 
(Re M)_. = (Re M)'""" E9 (Re M)_, 
s, n n 
In this section we shall examine some of the properties of the singular 
functionals (Re M )""'' . 
s, n 
Lemma 3. 9: (i) Let cp E (Re M)'... . Nrn = f TERe M: Jcp!(fTf)= 0} is an 
s, n ;:c; 
order dense ideal in Re M. 
(ii) Let(ReM)a= fTEReM: IT! ~sn Ln0===9 l!Snll !OJ 
and (ReM)an= {TEReM: ITI ~pq L ql~ II STll tTo} 
Then (ReM)a = (Re M)an =.L( (Re M)..... ) . Consequently (Re M)a is an 
s, n 
ideal in Re M. 
Proof: The proof of the lemma is contained in [ 11] Theorem 50. 4 
and Theorem 53. 7 (ii) of Note XVA. 
Definition 3. 10: Suppose P is a non zero projection of M. P will be 
called an atom if, for any projection Q of M, 0 ~ Q ~ P implies either 
Q = 0 or Q = P. 
Lemma 3. 11: an Let P be an atom in M; then PE (Re M) . 
Proof: For any SE Re M, 0 ~ S ~ P implies S = XP for some real A, 
0 ~AK ~ 1. This follows readily either from the spectral theorem or 
as in [9] page 55. Now observe that A PI 0, 0 ~A ~ 1 if and only 
n "-n n 
if A 1 O. Thus also II A Pll ! 0. 
n ~ n n 
Theorem 3. 12: (i) Let PE (Re M)an be a projection; then P = vK:i~ 1 Pi 
where the P. are disjoint atoms. 
l 
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00 
(ii) TE (Re M)an if and only if T = l:i= 1 \ Pi' where the 
Pi' i= 1, 2, ... , are disjoint atoms and I A.i I ... 0 as i ... oo. 
Proof: (i) Let PE(Re M)an be a projection. Assume that P does not 
dominate a single atom. Assume that pairwise disjoint projections 
k Q 1, ... , Q k have been defined satisfying 0 :f. Qi < P and Ii,= 1 Qi < P. 
k 
Let Ek = P - lt.= 1 Qi. Note that 0 :f. Ek < P. By hypothesis there 
exists a projection Q.k+l t" f · 0 .J. Q E It f 11 · sa 1s y1ng r k+l < k. o ows imme-
diately that Qk+l is disjoint to Qi' i ~ k and iII~~l Qi< P. Observe 
that P ~ F = V ..... Q . We have F :f. 0, P ~ F I 0. Since 
m nGm n m m i-m 
!IF mil= 1 for each m, this contradicts the fact that PE(ReM)an. 
Therefore, it follows that there exists an atom P 1 satisfying 0 :f. P 1 ~mK 
If P-P1 :f. 0, there exists an atom P 2 satisfying 0 :f. P 2 ~ P-P 1. The 
argument in the first section of this paragraph shows that this pro-
cedure breaks off after a finite number of steps, and the statement of 
(i) follows. 
(ii) Assume fir st that T = L:. 001 A.. P., where the P.,i = 1, 2, ... 1 = 1 1 1 
are pairwise disjoint atoms and I A.. I -+ 0 as t ... oo. If SE ReM satisfies 
1 
o~s~ !Tl. thenp=lt·~l simiwithl~si~fAKilI and l!sll=supisi. It 
follows readily that TE (ReM)an = (ReM)a. Conversely, assume 
0 ~ T E (ReM)an. By the spectral theorem and (i) it follows that 
T = >K~f A.. P. where 0 ~AKK ~ !IT 11, and P. is an atom i= 1, 2, - -. Assume 
'""i.- l l 1 l 
P. :f. 0 i.=l, 2,.. . To show A. .... 0 as i-+ oo assume lim. A.. > 0; by 
l 1 1 l 
choo~ing a subsequence if necessary we may assume that, for some 
o > 0, A.. ;;:: o > 0 for i = 1, 2, - - . 
l 
Let N denote the inte-
ger s, j3N the Stone-Cech compactification of N and choose a E j3N-N 
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(see for example [5] ). For each S E ReM denote by fS the element 
of t (N) defined by (fS) = (S x • x ) n= 1, 2, ... where x E '!I has been 
co n n n n 
chosen to satisfy p x = x • II x II = 1. Denote by rs the extension 
n n n n 
of fs to a continuous function on (3N. Define cp E (ReM)f by setting 
cp( T) = tS(a) for each SE ReM. Observe that cp is linear and that 
I (fS)n I ~ II S 11 · Then also I cp(S) I ~ II S II so that cpE (ReM)* = (ReM)""". 
It is also clear that cp :<?: o. and that cp(T) :<?: o > O. Since TE (ReM)a = 
(ReM)an. it is sufficient to show that cpE (ReM)"' • Observe that 
s,n 
cp(Q) = 1 = cp(I) so that cp(I-Q) = 0. Write cp = cp + cp where 0 ~ cp E 
s n s 
(ReM)"' • 0 ~ cp E (R eMf'"'. Since the P. are atoms and by the defini-
s, n n n i 
tion ofcp, 0 = cp(P 1 + .•. +Pk)= cps(P1+ ... +Pk )+cpn(P 1+ ... +Pk) 
= cpn(P 1+ ... +Pk) fork::;!, 2,.... Thus cpn(Q) = O; also 0 = cp(I-Q) 
=cp (I-Q) + cp (I-Q). Hence cp (I-Q) = 0 so that cp (I) = O. By Cauchy 
s n n n 
Schwartz cp = O. Hence cpE (ReM)"' and the proof is complete. 
n s,n 
Remark: The proof of (ii) of theorem 3. 12 shows that if the dimension 
of M is not finite, then there exist non zero elements of (ReM)"' . In 
s, n 
fact, let (Pi} i·=l. 2, •.. be a system of pairwise disjoint non zero pro-
jections of M. Let cp E (ReM)"""' be defined via the P. as in the proof of 
l 
(ii} above. Let F = V ...... P • Observe that cp(F } = 1 for each m. 
m n<=:m n m 
Since F I 0, it follows that cpf (ReM)"'. so that the singular part of 
m ~m n 
cp is non zero. 
Let a denote the set of atoms in ReM. In general the ideal 
generated by the atoms of ReM is not equal to (ReM)a. However if 
(a} denotes the band generated by the atoms in ReM. and f (ReM)a} 
denotes the band generated by (ReM)a, then we have the following 
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Corollary 3. 13: fa} = fReM)an} 
Proof: fa}~ {(ReM)an} trivially. On the other hand cJ1 ~ (ReMa)d by 
the above theorem. Therefore fa} = cJ1d 2 ( (ReM)a)dd = f (ReM)a} 
We may write ReM = fa} 6> fa}d where E9 denotes the Riesz 
space direct sum. fa} will be called the atomic part of ReM, (a}d 
the non-atomic part. It seems appropriate to call M purely atomic if 
(a}= ReM, and purely non-atomic if (a}= (O}. Following ([9]). an 
ideal N in ReM will be called a maximal ideal if N '/. ReM and if there 
is no ideal in ReM properly contained between N and ReM. In addition 
if N is a band, then N will be called a maximal bar~dK 
Theorem 3. 14: (i) If N is a band in ReM, then N is a maximal band 
if and only if there exists an atom Pin ReM such that N = {P}d. 
(ii) If {a} denotes the atomic part of ReM, then {a}d = n (N:N is 
a maximal band). 
(iii) (a}= Re M if and only if ReM"' = ( (ReM)a)l.. 
s, n 
Proof: (i). (ii) follow exactly as in ( [9] p. 5 7). 
(iii) If (ReM)"" = (ReMa)l.. let PE(a}d. Pa projection and 
s, n 
assume P ~ O. Choose xE" such that Px = x and consider the canonical 
normal functional w . From w bel~ w E [a}l.. 
x. x x, x x, x 
In particular LJj E 
-x,x 
(ReMa)l.. Hence LJj = O. It follows that (a}d = 
-x.x 
(o}. hence (a}=ReM. 
Conversely, assume (a} = ReM = (ReMa}. Observe that we 
always have (ReM) "W c (ReMa)l.. Assume q:iE (Rehl"")+ satisfies 
s, n -
rn( T) = O for all T EReMa. Write q:i = ~ + q:i where 0 ~ct E (ReMf'" , 
't' · s n s s, n 
0 ~ q:in E(ReM);. Since cps vanishes on (ReM)a so also does ~n· By 
normality and the assumption that ReM = (ReMa}. it follows that 
q:i = 0. Thus q:i = q:i and the proof is complete. 
n s 
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We conclude this section with some remarks on the case when 
M is finite dimensional 
Theorem 3. 15: The following conditions on an Abelian W*-algebra M 
are equivalent: 
(i) ReM = (ReM)an. 
(ii) M is finite-dimensional. 
(iii) M is a reflexive Banach space. 
(iv) (ReM)"'"'= (ReM)_,. 
n 
Proof: (i) 9 (iv) : Assume M satisfies (i). a From ReM = (ReM) 
= (ReM)an it follows immediately that every positive linear functional 
on ReM is a normal integral. 
(iv) 9 (i): Since the only singular order bounded functional on 
ReM is the zero functional, ReM = ( (Re.M"") ).L = (ReM)an. 
s, n 
EivF~ (ii): It has been observed in the proof of Theorem 3. 12, 
that if the dimension of M is not finite, then there exist non zero ele-
ments of (ReM("' . 
s, n 
(ii) ~ (iii) is obvious. 
(iii)9 (iv): Assume Mis reflexive as a Banach space. Recall 
thatMn~ Mlfi, and that Mn is norm-closed in M* ([ l] p. 38). Assume 
that M f. M*. Let 01 cp EM* satisfy qi¢M . By the Hahn-Banach theorem 
n n 
there exists u E (M*)* such that u(qi) -::/- 0 but that u(w ) = 0 for each 
x,y 
lJl EM . Since M is reflexive, there exists T EReM such that 
-x, y n 
u(l.Ll ) = (Tx, y) for all x, y E '1; u(w ) = 0 for all x, y E '1 implies 
-x, y x, y 
T = 0. Thus u(q>) = q>(T) = O. This is a contradiction. Thus M = M* n , 
consequently (ReM) ..... = Re.M"". 
n 
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IV. NORMAL INTEGRALS ON AN ABELIAN W*-ALGEBRA 
If cp is a positive linear functional on an arbitrary W*-algebra 
M, then it is well known that cp is normal if and only if cp= L. col Wx· x· 
co 1= 1' 1 
where the system fx) E" satisfiesi~l llxJ2 <co (cf [I], p. 54 Theorem I). 
On an Abelian Wlfc-alge bra, however. the result of R. Pallu de la 
Barriere [ 15 J states that every normal positive linear functional cp is 
of the form cp(T) = lfj (T) for some xE". The original proof of this 
-x,x 
result depends rather heavily upon representation theory and it is 
de sir able to obtain a proof which uses the order structure of the 
Abelian W*-algebra more fully. Dye [3] has essentially treated this 
problem in a more general context and we shall give a short discussion 
of his results later, [see p. 29]. In the Abelian case, the situation is 
especially simple and in this section we shall present an elementary 
proof of the R. Pallu de la Barri~re result which will be fundamental 
in later sections. 
The support of a positive normal linear functional 
In the following, it will be assumed that M is a general 
w•-algebra. 
Lemma 4. I: (cf [ l]. p. 61) Let cp be a normal positive linear function-
al on M. There exists a unique projection E in M with the fallowing 
properties: 
(i) If Eis a projection in M such that cp(E) = 0, then b~f-b . 
(ii) For each TEM, cp(T) = cp(TEcp) = cp(EcpT) = cp(EcpTEcp). 
(iii) For each pr ejection Fin M such that E FE f. 0, thencoEch~lK 
cp cp 
(iv) If Mis Abelian, let I-P be the component of the identity in 
the band N of ReM where N = fTEReM:cp(lTl)=O}. 
cp cp Then P = Ecp. 
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Proof: Let G = {EEM: E is a projection: cp(E) = O}. Let {Ei \EJ be a 
maximal set of pairwise disjoint projections of a. Set I-Ecp=I:iE ..PEi. 
By the normality of cp, I-Ecp E G. Suppose that E is any member of G 
and that E ~ I-E • Set E' = EV(I-E ) - (I-E ). Observe that EV(I-Ern) 
cp cp cp ~ 
is the projection on R(E+I-Ecp). From cp(E+I-E ) = 0 and the spectral 
cp 
theorem for positive self adjoint operators it follows that EV(I-E )Ea. 
cp 
Further E' -I 0, E' E G and E' l. I-Ecp. This contradicts the maximality 
of {E. }. EI and so we have (i). For any T EM we have T =TE +T(I-E ). 
l l cp cp 
By Cauchy-Schwartz cp(T(I-Ecp) ) = 0. The rest of (ii) follows similarly. 
Uniqueness is immediate from (i). If F is any projection of M, then 
cp(F) = 0 implies F ~ I-Ecp so that F(I-Ecp) = F. 
EcpF Ecp = 0. 
Thus F E = 0 and also 
cp 
Finally, if M is Abelian, let I-P denote the component of the 
identity in the band M = {TEReM: cp(! Tl)= O}. Observe that both 
1-E , and I-P belong to M. Thus P = E . 
cp cp 
Definition 4. 2: If cp is a normal positive linear functional on M, the 
projection E of the above lemma will be called the support of cp, and 
will be denoted by supp(cp) or simply, E 
Remark M' If cp = w (M) for some xE"'• then E = E . In fact, if 
x, x cp x 
E is a projection of M such that w (E) = 0, then Ex= 0. Thus 
x,x 
M' M' E M'x = 0 so that E E = 0 so that (I-Ern) ~ I-E . On the other 
x ~ x 
M' M' M' hand ( (l-E )x, x} = 0 so that 1-E ~ 1-E . Thus E = E • 
x x cp cp x 
+ Definition 4. 3: Let cp, 'ljr E M . We will say that 'If is absolutely con-
n 
tinuous with respect to cp, and write 'ljr < cp if EY ~ Ecp" 
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Remark In the special case that "1 s: cp, it is clear that "1 -<ep. If the 
W*-algebra is Abelian, then "1 -< cp if and only if \jt is in the band gen-
erated by cp. (cf Chapter I and lemma 4. 1, (iv)) 
Definition 4. 4: A projection E of M will be called 0-finite, if, for each 
family of mutually disjoint projections fEi }iE..11 with Ei s: E for all i, it 
follows that E. 'I- 0 for an at most countable set of indices. 
1 
Lemma 4. 5: Let cp be a positive normal linear functional on M, E 
CD 
.·the support of cp. Then Ecp is a-finite. 
Proof: Let fEi }iE..11 be any family of mutually disjoint projections of 
M with Ei s: Ecp for eai:h iE ..P. If :J is any finite subset of J1 then 
cp(l:iE 3 Ei) s: <lXEqi < + 00 
Consequently the number of indices iEJ1for which cp(E.) ~ ..!_is at most 
i n 
finite. Thus for all except a countable set of indices i, cp(E.) = 0. By 
1 
lemma 4. 1, it follows that E. = 0 except for an at most countable set 
1 
of indices. 
Lemtna 4.6: Let M be an Abelian W*-algebra, cpa positive normal 
linear functional on M, Ecp the support of cp. There exists x€N' such 
M 
that E = E . 
x p 
Proof: This follows from the fact that Ecp is a-finite and [I l p. 20. 
It is immediate from lemma 4. 6 that if cp is a positive normal 
linear functional on an Abelian W*-algebra M, then there exists an 
xE7' such that cp -<w . 
x,x 
We now prove the following special case of a more general 
theorem of S. Sakai [ 16]. 
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Lemma 4. 7: Let CA 'f be positive normal linear functionals on an 
Abelian W*-algebra M which satisfy 'f ~ cp. There exists HE M with 
0 :!::H ~f such that y(T) = cp(TH) for all T EM. 
Proof: Let Ecp denote the support of cp. The Abelian W*-algebra MEcp 
becomes a Hilbert algebra if we set (A, B )cp = cp(B*A) for A, B E MEcp 
([l ], p. 66). For A, BE MEq:1 set (A, B)'f = 'f(B*A). From t ~cp 
follows 
1 1 
l<A. B)tl = l~B*AFf ~ ('f(B*B)) 2 (t{A*A)) 2 
1 1 ~ (cp (B*B) ) 2 (cp (A*A) ) 2. = llB II cp II A II cp 
Thus (A, B)'f defines on the Hilbert algebra MEcp a bounded, positive, 
sesquilinear Hermitian form. There exists a positive self-adjoint 
operator, n, defined on the completion of MEcp with respect to ( , )cp' 
such that (A, B )'f = (0 A, B )cp. For any C in MEcp, let RC denote the 
(right) multiplication operator on MEcp defined by RC (A) = AC for 
A E MEcp. To show that 0 is given by multiplication on the left by some 
element H of MEcp, it is sufficient to show that RC 0 = 0 RC for each 
C EM ([l J, p. 69, Theorem 1, and p. 57, Prop. 1 ). Let A, B be 
arbitrary in ME . Then 
co 
* * (Re 0 A, B )cp = (OA, Re B )cp = (OA, Re* B )cp = (0 A, BC )cp 
=~EBC*F*AF ='f(CB*A) ='l-(B*AC) 
=(OAC,B)cp =(ORCA,B)cp. 
Thus RCO = 0 RC holds for all C in MEcp and the proof is complete. 
Lemma 4. 8: Let M be an Abelian W*-algebra and let x E 'ii. Then 
M
1 
{ M } E = V E : w = w (M) . 
x z z, z x, x 
M' M' Proof: For each z E 'ii such that w = W (M), E = E . 
I 
Z, Z X, X Z I X 
M M' M M M E ~ E = E so that V ~ : w = W (M) } ~ E 
z z x z z, z x, x x 
Thus 
On the other 
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hand, let F be any projection of M / which satisfies F ::::: EM for each 
z 
z Ej/ such that w = w (M). Observe that W..1 U / = w (M) for 
Z, Z X, X --u X, X X, X 
each unitary operator U' E M'. Thus U 'x E R(F) for each unitary 
I 
operator U / E M 1 • Thus R(F) "2 [M / x]. Hence F ::::: EM and the lemma 
x 
follows. 
We are now in a position to proceed directly to the result of 
R. Pallu de la Barri~re [ 15], which is the principal goal of this 
section. 
Theorem 4. 9: Let <p be a normal positive linear functional on an 
Abelian W*-algebra M. There exists y Et/ such that cp = w 
' I 
Proof: Let Ern be the support of cp. Choose x E '!I such that EM = E . 
't' x cp 
It follows that cp belongs to the band generated by w . Hence 
x,x 
cp = V (cp /\ n w ). Observe that o/. = cp /\ n w has the properties 
n x, x n x, x 
that (i) t j (ii) t s: n w (iii) for each 0 s: TE M 'li{T) = lim t (T). 
n n n x, x n-ioc n 
By lemma 4. 7, there exists a sequence {H } of positive operators of 
n 
I 
M which satisfy H (I-EM ) = 0 such that o/. (T) = (TH x, H x) for each 
n x n n n 
T E M. Let z E '!I satisfy w = W • Then also t (T) = {TH z, H z) 
z, z x,x n n n 
for each n and for each T E M. Since \It 1' it follows that H EM::::: H EM n n n z m z 
M' M' for n::::: m. From lemma 4. 8 H E ::::: H E for n::::: m. Thus H t. 
n x m x nn 
From '+'(I) = lim II H x 11 2, it follows that the sequence of real numbers 
n-+oo n 
llH x 11 2 is a Cauchy sequence. We now show that the sequence {H x} 
n · n 
is a Cauchy sequence in'!/. In fact, for n ::::: m, 
llH x-H xii 2 
n m 
= II H x II ?. + n H x 11 2 - (H x, H x) - (H x, H x) 
n m n m m n 
s: II H x 11
2 
+ II H x II 
2 
- (H x, H x) - (H x, H x) 
nm mm n1m 
= II H x 112 - II H x 11 2 
n m 
-;;.. 0 as n, m -+ oc. 
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There exists y E 'J( such that y = lim H x. Hence, for each T EM 
n-+oc n 
'f{T) = lim (TH x, H x) = (Ty, y) 
n-+ oc n n 
= w (T) y,y 
and the proof is complete. 
In later sections we will show that if M is Abelian and the 
normal positive linear functional cp satisfies cp-< w , then cp = WT T 
x, x x, x 
where the "Radon-Nikodym derivative" T is a closed densely defined 
transformation which commutes with each unitary operator in M 1 • In 
[3], Dye has shown that if M is any W*-algebra, and if the cyclic 
I 
projection EM , x E ~ is finite then any normal positive linear func-
x 
tional cp which satisfies cp-< w , is of the form cp = WT T where T 
x,x x, x 
is a closed densely defined transformation which commutes with each 
unitary operator of M 1 • Dye shows that the finiteness of all cyclic 
projections is a necessary and sufficient condition for the universal 
validity of a Radon-Nikodym theorem of the above type, that is, as 
long as one insists on having closed transformations as "Radon-
Nikodym derivatives." However, a partial Radon-Nikodym theorem 
holds for the class of W*-algebras which have no purely infinite pro-
jections. In fact if Mis a W*-algebra which contains no purely in-
finite projections, and if the normal positive linear functional cp satisfies 
cp-< w for some x in 'ii, then there exists a vector y in [M ~z n[Mx] 
x,x 
such that cp = w (see [3]). y,y 
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V. THE PERFECTNESS OF AN ABELIAN W*-ALGEBRA 
Throughout this section, M will always denote an Abelian 
W*-algebra. If TE (ReM)+. then T defines an element v(T) of 
(ReM)...., ....... In fact for each cpE (ReM} set v(T)(cp) = cp(T) and observe 
n,n n 
that 0 :5:: cp -tcp in (ReM)....., implies v(T)(cp)=cp(T)=sup cp (T)=suP. v(T)(cp ). 
-rl n TT T T 
To each TEReM, i:pE (Re:\1) ...... set v(T)(cp) = cp(T). It :.s clear that 
n 
v: ReM - (ReMf",..,. is linear and preserves partial order. Further 
n,n 
v is 1-1, since v(T) = 0 implies v(T)(w ) = 0 = (Tx, x) holds for 
x,x 
each x in 'JI, thus T = 0. 
Theorem 5. 1: The image of ReM under the canonical map v is a 
Riesz subspace of (ReM) ...... ,..,,. If 0 :5:: T j T in ReM, then v(T )j v(T) 
n, n T T T T 
in (ReM)"" ,..,,. 
n, n 
Proof: As in [10], Note VII. 
--Let 0 :5:: u" E (ReM) . Recall that u" may be considered as a 
n,n 
linear functional on M and that any canonical linear functional 
n 
l'-' EM , x, yE" has a decomposition of the form 
-x, y n 
~K y = ! f<~+yI x+y - ~-yI x-y) + iE~+iyI x+iy-~-iyI x-iy)} · 
Observe the following properties of u"(Mn): 
(i) u"(l'-' ) = u "(w ) 
-x, y y, x ' 
(ii) u"(w ) = A. u"(w ) AX, y x, y ' 
(iii) u"(t"-' = u"(t"-' ) + u"fo.L ) , -x+~zF -x,z y,z 
(iv) lu"(w >1 2 s: lu"(t"-' >l lu"(w__ >I 
x, y -x. x y, y ' 
where A. is any complex number, x, y, z denote elements of 'JI. 
(i) follows by noting that l'-' = w , 
-x-y,x-y y-x,y-x 
~+iyI x+iy = Wy-ix, y-ix, wx-iy, x-iy = CA.\r+ix, y+ix' (ii) and (iii) are 
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similar and (iv) follows in the usual fashion of the Cauchy-Schwartz 
inequality from the relation u"E~+>KKyK x+>..y) ~ 0 for each complex >... 
,.., ,.., 
Theorem 5. 2: (i) v(ReM) is an ideal in (ReM) . 
n, n 
In particular if 
0 ~u" ~vEqFI u"E(ReM)"",..,,. then u" = v(ST), 0 ~ S ~fK S, TEReM. 
n, n 
(ii) The smallest normal Riesz subspace of (ReM) ..... ,.., con-
n n 
taining v(ReM) is (ReM)""" ....... 
n, n 
(iii) v(ReM) = (ReMf"' -. i.e. ReM is a perfect Riesz space. 
n,n 
(iv) v(ReM) and (ReM) ...... """are isometric as Banach spaces. 
n, n 
Proof: (i) Let u" E (ReM) satisfy 0 ~ u" ~ v(T) for some qboeM~ 
n, n 
Then for each x E"· u"E~ ) ~ (Tx, 'IC)· By (iv) of the previous page, 
-x.x 
I u"E~ ) I ~ (Tx, x)(Ty. y) for all x, y E 'ii . 
• y 1 1 
It follows that [Tax. Tay] = u"(""x: ) defines on the linear subspace 
• y 
.!. 
Ta,r a single valued, sesquilinear bounded positive,Hermitian form. 
In vi~w of (i) - (iv) listed above, we need check only the single 
1 1 
valuedness. If Tax= Tax•, then 
I u"(""x ) - u"E~I ) 12 = I u"E~-xDI y) 12 
.y .y 
~ (T(x-x'). (x-x') )(Ty, y) = 0. 
Therefore, there exists a positive self-adjoint operator S defined 
1 1 1 
on the closure of q~ such that u"E~ ) = (Tax. STay) for each 
• y 1 
x. yE"· We set Sx = 0 if xE" belongs to the null space of Ta. Let 
A be any element of M 1 • Then 
.!. .!. 1 1 
(T"x, AS Tay) = (Ta A*x, STay) = u"(wA*x y) 
1 1 • 
= u"(wx Ay) = (T2x, ST'iAy) 
1 • l 
= (Tax. SATl"y). 
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1 
Hence AS= SA on the closure of T 2 W. Since the projection on the 
1 
null space of T 2 also belongs to M, AS= SA in W. Thus SEReM, 
and it is clear that 0 s: S s: I. 
(ii) follows immediately from [ l OJ, Theorem 28. 2 (ii) of 
Note VIII, since the Dedekind complete Riesz space ReM has plenty 
of normal integrals, i. e., 
0 ( (ReM)-) = ·f TEReM: w(T) = 0 for all wE (ReMf."} = £ 0} 
n n 
(iii) In view of (i) and (ii), it is now sufficient to show that 
v(ReM) is a normal subspace of (ReM)..... ....... Let O s: v(T ) 't u", 
n,n T T 
u" E(Re:M),..., -. For xEW, v(T )(w ) = (T x, x) s: u"(w ). By the 
n, n T x, x 'f x, x 
Banach-Steinhaus theorem, sup,. ft TT II < + co. Thus, for some 
constant K, 0 s: T j s: KI. By the Dedekind completeness of ReM, 
,.. 'T" 
there exists TE ReM such that 0 s: T j T in ReM. By Theorem 
. T T 
5. 1, v(T ) j v(T) in(ReMJ:' -. Thus u" = v{T), and so v (ReM) is a 
,- ,- n,n 
band in(ReMf_" """and by (ii), v(ReM) = (ReMf"" ...... 
n,n n,n 
(iv) follows by observing, for T EM, 
llq~ = sup(i{Tx,y)j:llxll S: 1, flYlls: 1) 
s:sup(lv(T)(w )I: llw II S:l) 
x,y x,y 
~sup {jv(T)(q>): q>b~~I llq>ll s: 1) 
~sup {jcp(T)!: llcplls: 1) s: !IT!! 
By an abuse of notation we shall write ReM = (ReM) ............ 
n,n 
The Riesz space (ReM) ..... is itself norm complete ( [ l ]. p. 38). 
n 
It is easy to show that the norm of the Banach space (ReM)...., is a 
n 
Riesz norm which is additive on the positive cone of (ReM\:· In 
fact let o s: cp 1, cp 2 E(ReM):; satisfy cp 1 ~ co2 . From cp 1(I)s: cp2 (I) 
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follows immediately that l!cp1!1 s: II cp2 ll · If cp is any element of (ReM): 
write cp = cp+ - cp-. !cpl= cp+ +cp-. Note that cp+ /\cp-;::. 0 impliesEcp+ .iE;. 
It is clear that n cp n s: II q:' + ll + ll cp- ll . Set E = E + - E - . Then 
cp cp 
~i+>ll ~cpEbF = cp+(E +) + cp-(E -) = ncp+ II+ ncp-11. Hence 
cp cp 
ncpn = "cp+n + ncpn = cp+(I) + cp-(I) = lcpj(I) = ,, 'cp' II· Finally if 
cp = cp 1 + cp 2 with Os: cp 1,cp2 E(ReM):. then llcpll = cp(I)=cp 1(I)+cp2 (I) 
= ll cp i II+ II Cf>z II · 
. ""'* ( --From these remarks it follows that (ReM) = ReM) 
n, n, 
([10] Note VII and Note VIII, Theorem 26. 4), and that the Banach 
space (ReM)_. is an abstract L- space. It is well known that every 
n 
bounded linear functional on an abstract L- space is a normal inte-
,..,, ;fr ( ) ,..,, ,..,, gral. Consequently (ReM) = ReM = ReM. We summarize 
n, n, n 
the above in terms of the Abelian W•-algebra M. 
Theorem 5. 3: The Banach spaces M, M *are isometrically 
n 
isomorphic. 
Proof: If TEM, cpEM , define cr(T)(cp) = cp(T). The map a is clearly 
n 
an algebraic isomorphism of M into M *. That a is onto follows 
n 
from Re(Mn *> = (ReM):, * = ReM. It is clear that II cr(T) II s:l! T II. 
On the other hand 
II cr(T) II ~ sup [I cr(T)("'k, y> I: ll x ll s:l, 11yIIs:1, x, yEN"} 
=sup [lfTx,y)l: llxll S:l, llYll :-:;1,x.yEN"} 
= !lTll 
Thus fl cr(T) ll = !IT II so that a is an isometry. 
The result of Theorem 5. 3 is a well-known property of any 
W:ft-alge bra (cf [l] p. 40) and S. Sakai [ 17] has shown that this 
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property may be used to give a non-spatial definition of W*-algebra. 
More precisely, in [ 17] a B*-algebra Mis called a W*-algebra if 
there exists a Banach space F such that M = Fifr. If Fis canonically 
embedded as a norm - closed subspace of M*, then it may be shown 
that F is generated by the totality of normal positive linear functionals 
on M. Since normality is determined by the order properties of M 
only, it follows that if F 1, F 2 are two Banach spaces with the property 
F 1• = F z* = M, then F 1 coincides with F z when they are canonically 
embedded into M•. Further it may be shown that if M is a W'*-algebra 
in the above sense then M may be represented faithfully as a weakly 
closed :f:-subalgebra of !('4C') for some Hilbert space 'ii and that under 
such a representation the cr(M, F) topology is equivalent to the weak 
operator topology on bounded spheres. 
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VI. THE SPACE Re Mo 
Let M be an Abelian w•-algebra. 
Definition 6. 1: By M 0 we shall denote the set of all linear densely 
defined closed transformations T which satisfy TU 2 UT for each 
unitary operator U in M! ReM0 will denote the set of self-adjoint 
transformations in M 0 . If TEM 0, we shall denote the domain of 
definition of T by .19T, a.nd the range of T by ?fT. If TEReM 0• then 
T will be called positive, written T ~ 0, if (Tz, z) ~ 0 for each z E ,19T. 
We will write TE (ReM 0 )+. 
In this section we shall show that Theorem 4. 7 leads to a 
natural construction of ReM 0, and we give an elementary proof of 
the fact that each positive element of (ReM0 )+ has a unique square 
root in (ReM0 )+. Tl':_e proof is elementary in that it uses only those 
properties which are consequences of the Riesz space structure of 
ReM. In later sections it will be shown, that if the algebraic opera-
tions are suitably defined, then ReM 0 is itself a Dedekind complete 
Riesz space, which is, at the same time, a universal completion of 
the Dedekind complete Riesz space ReM. 
We shall frequently use the following useful result: 
Lemma 6. 2: (cf [13 ]. p. 226) Every linear closed Hermitian trans-
formation TEM0 is maximal Hermitian and self-adjoint. 
Proof: Let VT denote the Caytey transform of T ([ 12], p. 74). 
Since T is closed, .19y T = ?fT+iI' ?fy T = ?fT-iI are closed subspaces 
of"· Since T commutes with every unitary operator in M'. it 
follows that VT may be extended to a partial isometry in M. Since 
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M is Abelian v; VT= VT v; so that :»T+iI='.»T-il" To show that T is 
self adjoint, it is sufficient to show that "T+iI='.»T-iI=U'. Assume zE;t 
satisfies ( (T+iI )x, z) = 0, ( (T-iI)x, z) = 0 for all xE ~qK Thus also 
(x, z) = 0 for all xE ~qD which is dense in 'ii. Thus z = 0. 
We now obtain a more precise version of Theorem 4. 9, which 
will lead to the construction of the class ReM0 . 
Theorem 6. 3: iet~ be a normal positive linear functional on the 
Abelia:rl. W*-algelfra M which satisfies c:p-< W for some xO/. There 
X, X 
exists a positive self-adjoint transformation H E (ReM0) which satis -
M . 
fies H(I-E ) = 0, and cp(M) = lLl- H (M). 
x -~xK x 
Proof: From the proof of Theorem 4. 9, there exists a sequence of 
positive self-adjoint operators in (ReM,+ which have the following 
properties: 
(i) 0 :o:: H t 
n n 
M l (ii) H (I-E ) = 0 
n x 
(iii) For each T in M, c:p(T) = lim (TH x, H x). 
n-oo n n 
Note that if T' is any element of M 1 , then 
llH T Ix II s: II T I H x II s: II T I II llH x II 
n n n 
s: llT'llc:p(I), 
In particular, if z is any element of [M 'x}, there exists a real constant 
K(z), independent of n, such that 
II Hnz n s: K(z) 
Now suppose z E [M'x] satisfies llH zll S:K(z), where K is a 
n 
real constant, independent of n; then the sequence {Hnz} is actually 
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convergent. In fact, from (i) {II H z II} is a Cauchy sequence of real 
n 
numbers. Further for m ~ n 
II H z-H z II 2=(H z, H z)+(H z, H z)-(H z, H z)-(H z, H z) mn nn mm mn nm 
~11emzll O - 11Hnzll 2 ... Oas m, n ... oo 
We define the linear transformation Has follows: 
Let m = f z E [M 'x]: II Hnz ll ~ K(z) for all n}. For z EN", set 
Hz= lim Hz. For zEN"0[M'xJ, setHz=O. From{M'xJsms:tM'x], 
·n ... ao n 
it follows that His densely defined. By (iii) cp = wHx Hx(M). We now 
, 
show that His a positive self-adjoint transformation in M 0 . 
(a) For z E SH (Hz, z) ~ 0 follows immediately from (Hn z, zF~ 0. 
(b) His Hermitian ~nd closed: If z 1, z 2 E 19H' then 
(Hz 1, z 2 ) = limn_. 00 (Hnzl, z 2 ) = limn_. 00(z 1, Hnz 2 ) = (zJ.' Hz 2 ). Thus 
z 2 ESH* and H* z 2 = Hz2 so that H s;: H* and His Hermitian. In 
particular H* is densely defined so that H:ft* is defined. Suppose now 
that z E 8H' z ... z and Hz -+ y. From Hz ... y follows that for 
n n n n 
some constant K, ~ez 11 ~ K for all n. Thus llH z II ~ II Hz II ~ K 
n m n n 
holds for all m, n. Fix m and let n ... co to obtain II H z II ~ K for all 
m 
m. Thus z ESH· Now H s;: H**, H** is closed and we have z , 
n 
z E S H*:ft, zn ... z and H** zn ... y; hence H**z = y, so that Hz = y since 
z E 8 H. Thus H is closed. 
(c) Let U EM' be unitary; if z E ~eD then U z E ~e since 
l!Hn u zjl = Uu Hnzll = l!Hnzll. 
Further, UHz = U(lim H z) = lim UH z = lim H (Uz) 
n ... oo n n-too n n-oo n 
=HUz 
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Thus re~ HU for each unitary UEM'. That His self-adjoint now 
follows immediately from lemma 6. 2. 
Remark: Notice that the transformation H of Theorem 6. 3 has the 
M' 
special property that H [I-E J = 0. We shall assume for the present 
x 
M' 
that M' has a cyclic vector xE", i.e., for some xEJI, E = I. We 
x 
shall find it convenient to make the following definition: 
Definition 6. 4: Assume E!:1
1
= I. We shall denote by M 0 (x) the set of 
all elements Hin M 0 which satisfy the following conditions: 
(i) xE.GH. 
(ii) There exists a sequence fH }, n= 1,2 •. of elements of M+ 
n 
such that H i . and zE Jtt__ if and only if n H z II s K(z), and then 
n n -H n 
Hz= lim H z. 
n-+QO n 
From (ii) follows immediately that if HE M 0(x), then (Hz, z):i!: 0 
for all zE .GH' so that H :i!: O. 
Theorem 6. 5: There exists a unique element G in 
=-
M 0(x) which satisfies G
2 
= H. 
Proof: (i) Existence: Let fH } _ 1 2 be a sequence of elements n n- , , ... , 
of M+ associated with Has in Definition 6. 4. Consider the sequence 
.1 1 1 + fe~} _ 1 2 • Observe that H 3 i , H aEM For each zEJtL-, n n- , , ... n n n -H 
1 2 
llH;zH = (Hnz,z) s ftHnzll llzft s llHzll ftzll· We define a linear 
transformation G as follows: 
1 
.GG = fzE": llH;z fts K(z) for n= l, 2, ... } where K(z) is a con-
.1 
stant independent of n. For zE .G.G, we set Gz = lim H ~ z. Note 
n-+QO n 
that .GG ~ .GH, and that G is a linear, densely defined, self adjoint 
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element of M 0 by precisely the same as the proof of Theorem 6. 3, 
and satisfies (Gz, z) :.?: 0 for each z E 8G. In particular then, 
GE M 0(x). G has the following properties: 
(i) ~ s:; 8GZ. In fact, if zE ~· there exists K(z) such that 
1enz~ O sfegegzllO s11ernz11 O ~hEzFforallm:K?:n ....... (a) 
.! .! 2 
Noting that z E le:; and that (a) implies ~er: H;z ~ s K{z) for all rn, n 
1 
fix rn and let n ... oo to obtain It Hr:; Gz !1 2 s K(z) for all rn. Thus 
2 GzE.GG so that zE.QG. 
(ii) .GGZG.GH: For zE.QG• and each n, 
1 1 .! .! .! .!. 
H a G z = H 'l lirn H 2 z = lirn H a H a z = lirn H 2 H 2 z. 
n n rn-tc0 rn rn ... oo n rn rn ... oo m n 
1 ' 1 1 
Thus H 2 zE .G.G and G Ha z = H 2 Gz. Thus lf zE a-2, then for each 
n n n ""C:i-
1 1 1 1 
rn, n, ~ e~ e~ z II s II G H; z I = ll H; G z ll S K(z) . 
In particular by setting rn = n, we obtain that z E .GH. 
(iii) G 2 = H. From (i) and (ii) 8GZ = .QH. Let z l E SG2, 
z 2 E.GG, then 
2 .! .! {G z 1,z2 )= (Gz1,Gz2 )= lirnM_IKMMEe;z 1Ie~zO F 
= lirn
0
_,.
00
(Hnz 1,z2 ) = {Hzl'z2 ) 
as .GG is dense, we obtain G 2 z 1 = Hz 1. 
Before turning to the question of the uniqueness of G, we 
state two preparatory lemmas 
Lemma 6. 6: {cf [ 12:, p. 61) Let T be a linear, densely defined 
closed transformation in';(. Then (I+T•T)- l exists and is equal to 
a bounded positive self adjoint operator B, II B ~ s 1. The trans-
formation c = TB is also bounded, n c II s 1. If T' denotes the 
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restriction of T to 8T*T' then Tis the smallest closed linear exten-
sion of T'. Consequently 8T*T is dense in l}T, thus in 'JI, 
Lemma 6. 7: Let TE M 0 be self adjoint, and (T z, z) :::!!: 0 for all zE8T' 
B = (I+T 2 )- l: 'JI ... ~qw; then TB is also positive and self adjoint. 
Further B, T BEM. 
Proof: That T 2 is also positive and self adjoint follows as in [12], 
p. 108. For each z 1, z 2 E'JI 
2 2 (TBz 1, z 2 ) = (TBz 1, (I+T )Bz2 ) = (T Bzl' Bz 2 ) + (TBz 1, T Bz2 ) 
2 2 
= (Bzl' TBz 2 ) + (T Bz 1, TBz 2) = ( (I+T )Bz 1, TBz 2 ) 
= (z 1, TBz 2 ) 
Hence TB is self adjoint since it is bounded. 
Aga.in, for each z E'JI 
2 2 (TBz, z) = (TBz, (I+T )Bz) = (TBz I' Bz) + (TBz, T Bz) 
2 
= (TBz, Bz) + (T Bz, TBz) :::!!: O. 
Now note that (I+T2) B = I= I* 2 B*(I+T2 )* ::l B(I+T2 ). 
If UE M' is unitary, then U = U (I+T2 )B S (I+T2 ) UB so that 
BUS B(I+T2 )UB c UB 
As Bis bounded BU= UB so that BEM. We have also that 
(TB)U= TUB2 U(TB) 
As TB is bounded we have also that (TB)U = U(TB). thus TBEM. 
We now complete the proof of Theorem 6. 5. 
(ii) Uniqueness °:f G: Assume G'EM0 satisfies d~ = G 2 • Thus 
2 2 2 -1 2 -1 GI Tx = G Tx for each TEM'. Set B = (!+GI) = (I+G ) . 
2 2 M' Then (GIB) Tx = (GB) Tx holds for each TEM '· Since Ex = I and 
2 2 2 2 (G 1B) , (GB) belong to M, follows (GIB) = (GB) . Since G 1B, GB 
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are positive, self adjoint elements of M, the uniqueness of square 
roots in the bounded case implies that G 1 B = GB. In particular then 
G 1 = G on '1B. Observe '1B ~ .GG2 = 't:;, 2. If G 1', G' denote the restric -1 
I I 
tions of G 1, G to SG2 = SG 2, then G 1 = G . Lemma 6. 6 now implies 1 
that G = G 1 . 
We turn now to a related uniqueness problem which will be of 
use in what follows. If H is any element of (ReM0 ) + such that x E ~ 
I 
and eEf-b~F = 0, the.n HxE[M 'x] so that [M 'Hx] s;; [M / x]. Thus 
w_ H -< w ; by Theore:c ...-1 6. 3, there exists 0 ~lb M 0 (x) such that -ttx, x x, x 
(TH0x, H 0x) = (THx, Hx) holds for each TE M. We show that in fact H=H0 . 
+ M' 
Lemma 6. 8: Let HE {ReM0 ) satisfy x E 'ii and H(I-Ex ) = 0. Assume 
that (T Hx, Hx) = (T H 0x, H 0x) holds for each TE M where H 0 E M 0 (x). 
Then H = H 0 . 
Proof: Let y b~ satisfy w = w y, y x, x· Observe that the restrictions of 
H, Ho to [My] are again positive self-adjoint transformations, with 
domains .GH n [My J, SH n [My] respectively. Note that if yE" satisfies 
0 
w =W (M), then y = Ux where U is a partial isometry in M 1 , which y,y x,x 
satisfies U*U = b~I UU* = b~K Consequently (T Hy, Hy)= (TH0y, H 0y) 
holds for all TE M. Alternatively (Hz 1, Hz 2 ) = (H0 z 1, H 0 z 1 ) for all 
z 1, z 2 in fMy}. Note that eb~ is the smallest closed extension of the 
restriction of H to [My}. Let [z } in [My} satisfy z ... z, 
n n 
Hzn ... Hz. It follows that [H0zn} is convergent and thus z E li\JO and 
H 0 zn ... H 0z. By symmetry SH n [My] = .19H n[My]; further 0 
(Hz 1, Hz 2 ) = (H 0z 1, H 0 z 2) holds for all z 1, z 2 E '\in [My]. It follows 
that H 2E M = H 2 EM y 0 y In fact assume z E ~O n [My ];for all z 1 E ~ Hn[My] 
= ~ n [My], 
0 
2 (H 0 z 1,H0 z) = (Hz 1,Hz) = (z 1,H z) 
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2 2 2 M 2 M Thus z E ~ 2 n [My] and HO z = H z. By symmetry, Ho E = H E . 
0 y y 
1 · d' 1 h ( 2 -1 M 2 -1 M It fo lows imme iate y t at I+H0 ) E = (I+H ) E By y y 
6 2 -1 2 -1 2 2 lemmas 6. and 4. 8, (I+H0 ) = (I+H ) ; consequently H 0 = H Set 
2 -1 2 -1 G = H(I+H ) • Go=Ho(I+Ho) • and note that 0 ~ G, G 0 E M. We have 
(Gz 1, Gz 2 ) = (G0 z 1, G 0 z 2 ) holds for all zl, z2 b~ n[My]. Thus 
2 M 2 M G E = G 0 E so that by lemma <. 8, G
2 
- G 2 H G G I 
- o· ence = o· n y y 
particular it follows that if H', H; denote the restrictions of H, Ho to 
~O = .1'9H 2, then H' = Hd. That H = Ho follows from lemma 6. 6. 
0 
We now summarize some of the preceding lemmas in 
I 
Theorem 6. 9: Assume the Abelian W*-algebra M satisfies EM = I 
x ' 
for some x in""· . Let H ~ 0 be an element of ReM0 with xE.\'9H. Then 
there exists a sequence [Hn }n=l, 2, ... of elements of ReM+ with the 
properties 
(i) 0 $ H t 
n n 
(ii) z E ~ if and only if II Hnz II :;;K(z), where K(z) is a constant 
independent of n, and Hz = lim H z. We write 0 $ H j H. 
n~ n n n 
Further there exists a unique element 0 $GE ReM0, which 
satisfies G 2 = H. We have 0 $ H 2 t G. 
n n 
I 
We shall now proceed to remove the restriction that EM = I 
x 
for some x in""· We have the following result: 
Theorem 6. 10: Let M be an Abelian W*-algebra. Let 0 $HE ReM0 . 
There exists a sequence [H }n= 1, 2, ... of elements of (ReM)+ with the 
n 
properties that 
(i) 0 $ H t 
n n 
(ii) z E .1'9H if and only if llHnz II $ K(z), where K(z) is a constant 
independent of n and Hz = lim H z. 
n-oo n 
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We shall write 0 s: H t H. 
n•n 
There exists a unique element p s: GEReM 0, which satisfies 
2 -1 i G = H. We have 0 s: Ha G. We shall write G = Ha. 
n n 
Proof: Let 0 s: HEReM 0 . Choose a maximal family {xi JiE.P of 
I 
elements of 'JI 
M' 
E. E II E = I. 
with the property that x. E ;l;L_ and E M if i ¥ j. Then 
1 -H x. 
M' J 
In fact set E = E. E 11 E and if E -:/- I, there exists 1 ""' x. 
1 
1 """ x. 1 
xE ~ such that ( (I-E)x, x) -:/- 0. The linear functional "-'I-E)x, (I-E)x(M) 
is non zero, and its support is majorized by I-E contradicting the 
maximality of the family fxi JiE.P. 
Let H. denote the part of Hin [M 'x. J 1. e., the restriction of 
1 1 
H to [M 'x.]. Observe that 0 ~ H. E ReM0 . From [12], p. 70, it 1 1 
follows that H = ITiE.P >< Hi. By theorem 6. 9 above, for each i, there 
exists 0 s: H (i) E ReM with H(i)(I-E M 
1
) = 0, and 0 s: H(i) t H.. Set 
n n x. n n 1 
H =lT.E 11 X H(i). It is clear that H ~MK 0 s: H 1 . For each zE'J/ n 1 ..... n n nn 
I 
put z. =EM z. We have zEd98 ifand only if z.E-IL- for all i and 1 x. 1 -~K 
1 2 1 
EiE.,P llHizi II < +oo. If zE '9H 
II Hnz 12 = .EiE..P ~ e~F zJ 2 $ EiE.P II Hizi 112 = II Hz 112 
Observe that for each i, 1H.z. - H(i)z.11 I O. In fact let n :<!: m, then U 1 1 n 1 .J.n 
( (H (i) + H (i»z. {H(i) _H (i»z.) s: 2(H.z. (H(i) - H(i» z.) 
n m 1' n m 1 1 1' n m 1 
hence ((H(i)2 -H(i) 2)z. z.) s: 2(H.z. (H(i) - H (i»z.) 
n m 1' 1 1 1' n m 1 
BH(i)z.• 2 - nH(i)z.lj 2 s: 2(H.z. (H(i) - H(i»z.) 
II n 1 II II m 1 1 1• n m 1 
c > 2 2 r > r> ll H 1 z.11 -:!- ljH.z. jl - (H.z., H 1 z.) - (H 1 z., H.z.) n 1 11 11 n 1 n 1 11 
n (i) 112 11 . n 2 _Ji) (i) ~ 11 H z. + H.:l:. 11 - (H.z., H' z.) - (H z., H1z.) m1 11 11 m1 ml 1 
_r) 2 r) 2 
i.e. II H.z.-H1 z. jl s: II H.z. - H 1 z.11 . Now 
11 n 1 11 m 1 
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2 (") 2 
llHz -H z ~ = L. ~ n II H. z. - H 1 z. II n i...:.., l l n l 
= :Em: 1 11 Hi zi 11
2 
since in the first sum only 
m m ' 
countably many terms are different from zero. Given E> 0, choose 
m 0 such that :E > llH. z. -J::Jim>z. 11
2 
< E/2. Then choose n 0( E) m mo l l n l 
mm m 
mo r ) 2 
sucn that I: II H. z. -H 1m z. II < E/2 for all n ::.?: n 0 ( E). It follows n= 1 lm lm n lm 
that lim H z = Hz. 
n-too n 
Let "1 = ( zEU': II Hnz I ~ K(z) for all n}. We have shown that 
JtL_ c "1 and if z E JtL_ then Hz = lim H z. We define a transformation 
-H - -H n-+oo n 
B by setting ,\9B = "1 and for zE'1!, set Bz = limn-+co Hnz. That Bis a 
linear densely defined, closed, Hermitian transformation which 
commutes with all the unitary operation of M / follows exactly as in 
Theorem 6. 3. It is clear that B.2 H. Thus B = H by lemma 6. 2. 
Finally the existence and uniqueness of 0 ~ GEReM0 satisfying G 2 = H 
is proved exactly as in Theorem 6. 5, by setting 
1 
~d = (zEU-:llH;z II ~ K / (z), K / (z) independent of n} and if zE .\9G, set 
1 1 
Gz = lim Haz. It is clear that Ha j G. 
n n n 
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VII. THE ALGEBRAIC STRUCTURE OF M 0 
If A, B are linear closed densely defined transformations in 
'JI it is not true in general that A+B. AB are even densely defined,· 
if A+B. AB denote sum and product in the usual sense of general 
transformations. In fact there are closed linear densely defined 
transformations T which satisfy Ts;: T* for which .&T2 = f O }. If M 
is an Abelian W*-algabra. then this pathology does not occur in M 0 • 
This follows from some results ofvonNeumannandMurray which 
state essentially that if Mis Abelian. and if A, BEM 0• then A+B. AB 
have unique extensions in M 0• and these extensions satisfy the proper 
algebraic relations. The key to the von Neumann-Murray result is 
based on the concept of essentially dense subspaces; in particular if 
AEM 0 then .&A is essentially dense. The proof of this latter state-
ment as given in [13] depends on the spectral representation of 
general self-adjoint transformations, so it is desirable to obtain a 
proof which lies within the existing framework developed so far. The 
relevant definitions and lemma follow. The result will act as a 
bridge between what has been obtained in the previous sections and 
the results of von Neumann and Murray on the algebraic properties 
of M 0• 
Definition 7. 1 (cf [ 13]. p. 222). Let ?n be an arbitrary linear mani-
fold in 'JI. ("'is not necessarily closed, nor invariant under M '). If 
a sequence m1• ?n2 •... of linear closed subspaces exists which has the 
following properties: 
(i) b~ EM Eb~ denotes the projection on'\) for all i. 
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(ii) m1 s m2 s ... s m . 
(iii) ["11'"12 •... ] = 'K (i.e. vi b~ =I) 
then'71 is said to be essentially dense. 
Lemma 7. 2: If"'( is essentially dense, then 'n is also dense. 
Proof: 
The next lemma is a substitute for the spectral theorem for 
the unbounded self-adjoint transformations of M 0 . 
Lemma 7. 3: Let H be a positive self-adjoint transformation of M 0 . 
There exists a sequence {F } of projections in M with the following 
n 
properties: 
(i) F n'JI s;;; '9H· 
(ii) The restriction of H to F 'JI is bounded and belongs to M. 
n 
(iii) For n ~ m • F ~ F ; V F = I. 
n m n n 
f_?rollary 7. 4: 19H is essentially dense. 
Proof of the Corollary: Immediate. 
Proof of the lemma: Let H be a positive self-adjoint transformation 
of M 0 and let {H } EM+ satisfy 0 !!i: H j Has in Theorem 6. 10. For n n n 
each n denote by fEin) J the spectral family of Hn. We may assume 
that 0 !!i: A. < +oo for each n. Note the following properties of the b~nF 
(a) for each nIb~nF jA. I in ReM. 
(b) for n ~ mIb~nF !!i: b~mF; this follows immediately from the 
f~ct that for n ~ m, H ~ H , and that b~nF is the projection on the 
n m A 
closure of the range of (A.I-H )+. Thus for each fixed A.. there exists 
n 
a proJ·ection F, ~ 0 1 F E M such that E(n) I F 
A A. A. +n A.· It is clear that FA. 
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is the projection on [nn Range Eb~n»gK We claim that FA j 'A I. 
That FA t A is obvious. Suppose zE,t, FA z = 0 for all A. Thus for 
each AIb~nF z .... 0 as n .... oo. By the definitions and various properties 
of b~nF (see for example [9], p. 131 ff.) 
(Hnz, Hnz) :?! EenEf-b~n»zK enEf-b~n»zF :?! A 2 II Ef-b~n»z ~ 2 
Fix A, then choose n such that 
II (I-Ein»z 11 2 :?! } ti z 11 2 • 
Thus for each A, there exists n(A.) such that II Hn(A)z II 2 :?! A 2 • ~ I z II 2 • 
Thus z fl SH' Thus VA FA ':I I contradicts the fact that SH is dense. 
Hence FA j A I. In the above we have made use of the fact that 
H (I-E(n» :?: A (I-E (n)) implies 
n A A 
H 2 (I-E (n» :?! A H (I-E (n» :?: A 2(I-E(n». 
n A n A. A 
It follows that, for each A. 
Range FA s;;; {z E ~: (Hz, z) !S: A.(z. z)} 
for if zERange FA.' then z E nn Range b~n>I so that for all n 
2 (H z. z) !S: A.(z, z) and also (H z, H z) !S: A (z. z). Thus indeed zESH• 
n n n 
and (Hz, z) !S: A.(z. z). From the closed graph theorem, it follows 
that the restriction of H to FA ti i.e. HF A is bounded. The statement 
of the lemma follows by taking a suitable sequence {A. }. 
n 
Lemma 7. 5: (cf [15], p. 2.22 Lemma 16. 2. 2). Let ri 1 ... , T)n be a 
n finite set of essentially dense subspaces of 'H, then ni= 1 "11n is also 
essentially de~ 
Proof: It is clearly sufficient to consider the case n = 2. Thus 
suppose that ri 1. ri2 are essentially dense linear manifolds of '1( and 
let {'1! 1 }. {"' 2 } be the associated linear subspaces of the definition. , n , n 
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By E. we denote the projection (in M) whose range is the subspace 
1, n 
m. , i= 1, 2. We have E. j I. Set m = ml n m2 , let E be 1, n 1, n n n , n , n n 
the projection (in M) with range m . Observe E j , and that 
n n n 
WehavethatI-E1 AE 2 =(I-E, )V(I-E2 ) ,n ,n ... ,n ,n 
so that for each z E", 
l~ ( (I-E 1 AE 2 )z, z) = ( (I-E 1 )V(I-E2 )z, z) ,n ,n ,n .n 
~EEf-b 1 )z, z)+((I-E2 )z, z)-.Oas n_.oo ,n ,n 
Thus (I-V (E 1 /\ E 2 )z, z) = 0 holds for each z E" n , n • n 
so that V (E 1 /\E 2 ) = I and observe that the range of projection n , n • n 
E 1 /\ E 2 is just m1 n m2 = 'l'l'1 • Thus the sequence { 'l'l'1 } • n , n , n , n "'n "'n 
satisfies the requireirients of definition 7. 1 for the linear manifold 
ri1 nriz· 
Via theorem 6. 10, we have available the following polar 
decomposition for any element T EM 0. We only state the result, 
the details of the proof are precisely as in [12 ], p. I 08. 
Lemma 7. 6: Every clo~ed linear densely defined transformation 
T in M 0 can be represented in one and only one way in the form 
T = VH where H is a positive self-adjoint transformation in M 0 and 
V is a partial isometry in M. We .have H = +..{f!f" = IT j, and 
V = projection [Range H]. 
Lemma 7. 8: Let!Jt be an essentially dense linear manifold in"· 
and T an arbitrary element of M 0 . Then m' = {z:z E ~qD T zEm1 is 
essentially dense (cf [13], p. 223). 
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Proof: From lemma 7. 6, let T = VH be the polar decomposition of 
T. By lemma 7. 3, let F be a sequence of projections of M which 
n 
satisfy F j I, HF EM. Let "1 satisfy 'lllj c ,,,. E f I E EM. 
n n n n "'n n - "I• ~ • ~ 
Set "1(n) = fz:z E F 'K. VHF z E'lll }. Note that "1(n) is a closed linear 
n n "'n 
subspace since VHF. EM for all i, and further observe that '1((n)C')\1 
1 -
for all n. Since z E F n'K 7.mplies z EF n+l'K we have '111.(n) C'71(n+l) for 
each n. It is clear from the definition the E"1(n). the projection on 
"1(n>. belong to M for all n. Let P denote the projection on 
n 
fz: (I-E,,,. )VHF z = O}. We have 
11cn n 
"1(n) = F ';/ n fz: VHF z E'lll } = F 'Kn fz:(I-E'lll )VHF z = O} 
n n "'n n "'n n 
Thus E,,,.(n) = F /\ P . Observe also that 
"l n n 
i. e. 
"1n = fz: (I-E"1u)z = 0} f; f z: Ef-b~Fsec nz = 0} 
I - E"1n.;;?:: I-Pn. We have 
0 ~f - E"1(n) = I-(F n/\ P n) = (I-F n) V(I-P n) 
~ (I-F n)V Ef-b~F 
~ (I..;F n) + Ef-b~/ 
It follows that I - E"1(n) ! 0, thus E"1(n) r nI and '71 1 is essentiallydense. 
Remark 7. 9: If A, B E M 0, then from lemma 3. 8, 3. 5 it follows 
that .19AB' .19A+B are essentially dense in';/. 
We now have available the following results of von Neumann 
and Murray concerning the algebraic properties of M 0, without re-
course to the general form of the spectral theorem. 
Theorem7.10: (cf [13], p. 2.?.7ff.). 
(1) Let A, B E M 0 . If A 2 B then A= B, i.e. proper exten-
sions do not exist in M 0• 
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(2) If A, B E M 0, then A+B, AB have unique extensions to 
elements of M 0. Denote these extensions by [A+B], [AB] respec-
tively. 
(3) With addition and multiplication as in (2), the following 
properties are valid: A, B, C EM 0, a, bare complete numbers. 
(i) [A+B] = [B+A] 
(ii) [ [A+B]+C] = [A+[B+C]] 
(iii) [a[A+B]] = [a[AJ +b[B]] 
(iv) [(a+b)A] = [aA+bB] 
(v) [ [AB]C] = [A[BC] J 
(vi) [ [aA]B] = [a[AB]) 
(vii) [a[bA]] = [(ab)A] 
(viii) [ [A+B]C] = [[AC] + [BC]] 
(ix) [A[B+CJ] = [[AB]+ [AC]] 
(x) [aA]* = [a A•] 
(xi) [A+B]* = [A*+B*] 
(xii) [AB]• = [B*A*] 
It should be noted that (2) is proved essentially by showing that 
19(A+B)*' 8(AB)* are dense in 1i(. (A+B)**, EABF~rr then provide the 
unique extensions [A+B], [AB] in M 0(1)2], p. 60). In particular, 
with addition and multiplication defined as in (2), part (3) states that 
M 0 is an algebra. We now show that M 0 is a commutative algebra in 
the sense of the following 
Theorem 7. 11: If A, BEMO then [AB] = [BA]. 
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Proof: Let 0 ~A , B EReM satisfy A j I AL B j I Bj, in the 
n n n n 
sense of Theorem 6. 10. Observe that 0 ~A B t , and for each 
n n n 
z in ;f)I A II B 1 • which is dense in N', we have llAnBmz n s lllA II Bl z ft 
for all n, m. It follows that there exists C EM0 with A B j C, and n n n 
~C ::'.) 8! A II BI• and by symmetry 1!)C 2 19IBIIA1· Let z E ;f)IA!IBI, YE 19! A I' 
then ( IBI z, IA!y)a l\f-\
00
(AnBnz' y) = (Cz, y). Since ;&IA! is dense, 
!All Biz= Cz. Thus IAllBI f; C, and by symmetry !Bl!Al ~ C, 
hence by lemma 6. 2 [I Al I BI] = [I BI !Al] = C. 
Now write A= V AIAI, B =VB! Bl, where VA' VB are partial 
isometries in M. Observe that 
v Av Bl A II BI ~ v A I A Iv BIB I = AB 
and VA VB l Bl l Al s;; VB I Bl VA I A I = BA . 
Consequently [AB]= [VAVBIAl!BIJ= [VAVB[IAllBIJJ 
= [ v Av B [ I B 11 A I J J =[ v Av B I B 11 A I ] 
= [BA] • 
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VIII. THE RIESZ SPACE STRUCTURE OF ReM 0 
We shall denote the set of self-adjoint transformations of 
M 0 by ReM0• In this section it will be shown that the natural order-
ing in ReM may be extended to a partial ordering of ReM0 so that 
ReM 0 will then be a (Dedekind complete) Riesz space when the opera-
tions v. A are appropriately defined. It will turn out that ReM is an 
order dense ideal in ReM 0• which has the property that the band 
generated by the identity is just ReM0 • In other words,I is a weak 
unit in ReM 0• 
We make the natural definition: 
Definition 8. 1: If AEReM0• we shall say trat A is positive and 
write A ~ 0 if and only if (Az, z) ~ 0 for all z ES A• 
That this definition gives a bona..ofide partial order on ReM 0 
we have: 
Lemma 8. 2: (cone properties) 
(i) A, BEReM0, A~ 0, B ~ 0, then [A+B] ~ 0. 
(ii) . A EReM0• aER + then aA ~ 0. 
(iii) AEReM0, A~ 0, -A~ 0 then A= O. 
Proof: (i) If z E S A+B then 
([A+B]z, z) = ( (A+B)z, z) = (Az, z) + (Bz, z) ~ 0 
If now z E s[A+B]' there exists fzn}, Zn E SA+B' such that 
z .... z and (A+B)z .... [A+B]z. Thus 
n n 
([A+B]z, z) = lim ( (A+B)z , z ) ~ O. 
n-+oo n n 
(ii) is obvious. 
(iii) A ~ 0, -A~ 0 implies (Az, z) = 0 for all z E SA· Thus 
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.! 
Aaz = 0 for all z E SA, thus Az = 0 for all z E SA' thus A= O. 
Definition 8. 3: If A, B EReM0, set A:<!:: B if and only if [A-BJ :<!:: O. 
From lemma 8. 2 it is clear that (ReM0, ~Fis an ordered 
linear vector space. 
Theorem 8. 4: Let 0 ~A E ReM0, 0 ~Bb ReM 0• Let 0 ~An jn A, 
0 ~ B j B, A , B EReM, n=l. 2, ... as in theorem 6. 10, then 
n n n n 
(i} [AB] :<!: O, 
(ii) A:<!: B implies A 2 ~ B 2, , 
(iii) A ~ B if and only if pA~ 19B and (Az, z) ~ (Bz, z) for each 
z ESB, 
(iv) A~ B implies A VB j A, A AB j B. 
n n n n n n 
(v) A ~ B implies A 3 ~ B 3 . 
Proof: (i) As in the proof of Theorem 7.11, 0 ~AB j [AB]. Thus 
n n 
[AB] ~ O. 
Hence 
(ii) From (i), [A[A-B] ] = [A 2 - [AB] ] ~ 0, 
[ [A-B]B] = [ [AB]-B2 J ~ O. 
(iii) Let z E '/!:>A 2 n 19B2. From (ii). for all n, 
(B z, B z) ~ (Bz, Bz) :s;; (Az, Az). 
n n 
It follows that, for all n, (B z, B z) ~EADzI A'z) holds now for all 
n n 
z E 'i;A'• where A' denotes the smallest closed extension of the re-
striction of A to SAZ n SB2. By- lemma 6. 2, A'= A so that pA~~· 
That (Az, z) ~ (Bz, z) for z E /;jA is trivial. Conversely if f;A ~pBK 
and (Az, z) ~ (Bz, z} holds for z E SA, then [A-BJ ~ 0 follows from the 
fact that the graph of A-Bin 'JIX$1 is dense in the gr~ph of [A-BJ. 
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(iv) ltA z·fl ~ff (A VB )z II :Ii: II A z II+ II B z If for all z implies that ll n n n n n 
(a) An V Bn f n C where CE ReM0, (b) ~A=~AnlFB£; Sc£; SA so that 
8c = 8A• and (c) A s: C. To show C = A it is sufficient to show C s:A. 
Let Qmf ml be projections in M such that Range Qm £; 8A for m=l, 
2, ...• by lemma 7. 3. Observe that A Q • B Q • C Q are elements 
m m m 
.of M for m=l, 2, ...• By the uniqueness of the square root in ReM, 
IAn-BnlOm = IAnQm-BnOml· Hence 
(A VB \Q =t<A Q +B Q +IA -B 10 >=t(A Q +B Q +IA Q -B 0 I> 
n rf. m n m n m n n m n m n m n m nm 
=AQ VBQ. 
nm nm 
For each z EN; (A Q z, z) ~ (B Q z, z), (AQ z, z) ~ (A Q z, z). Thus 
m nm m nm 
AQ ~ B Q VA Q = (B VA )Q . Let m-+oo, then for each zE8A' 
m nm nm n nm 
we have (Az, z) ~ ((A VB )z, z) for n= I, 2, . . . . Thus (Az, z) ~ (Cz, z) 
n n 
and A~ C. Thus A= C. To show A /\B j B, it is sufficient to show 
n n 
that for each z E ~BK that ff A "B z - B z n ... 0 as n .... oo. This fol-
n n n 
lows immediately from the fact that ff A AB z-B z n : n A z-A VB z ff 
n n n n n n 
.... 0 as n .... oo. 
(v) From (iv) we may assume A f A, 
n n 
1 1 
- - 1 for all n. Hence also B?. s: A a. Hence 'f:)A-a s; 
n n .n. 
B f B satisfy B s: A 
n 
1 1
n n 
1 - -~~and Ba s: Aa. 
The next few paragraphs follow fairly closely the correspond-
ing results for ReM [9], chapter 5. As usual, for A EReM0 
!Al=+ JA*A = +JAZ. Set A+= ![A+!A!J. 
Lemma 8. 5: If A E ReM0, A s: I A I. -A s: I Aj. Equivalently A+~ 0, 
A+~ A. 
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Proof: Let A= VIAi be the polar decomposition of A. Let 
A E(ReM)+ satisfy A t IA! in the sense of Theorem 6. 10. 
n n n , 
For all z e ~A = ~f A I · 1 
l(V An z, z) I s: II VII I A; z 11 2 s: 1 · (Anz• z) 
since Vis a partial isometry. Let n .... oo and we obtain 
l(VIAlz,z)I s: (IAlz,z), 
i.e. (VjAlz,z) S: (jA!z,z), (-VIA!z,z) S: (!Al z,z). 
i. e. A s: I A I. -A s: IA I • The equivalent statement follows 
immediately from the definition. 
+ Theorem 8. 6: Let A, BE ReM0 satisfy B :<!:A, B:<!: O. Then B :<!:A . 
Equivalently C :<!': A, C :<!': -A, CE ReM 0 imply C ~ I A I· 
Proof: Let B :<!: A, B "1! O. Set C = [2B-A], then 
[C-A] = [ [2B-A]-A] = [2B + [-2A] J 
= [2B-2A] ~ 0, 
and [C+A] = [ [2B-A]+A] 
= 2B ~ 0. 
Thus, if we show that C ~ IAI it will follow that [2B-A]:::: IA! 
i.e. 2B :<? [A+ IA I J which is the desired result. 
By Theorem 8. 4,[ [G-A][C+A] J:::: 0, i.e., 
[ [ C2 - [A CJ ] + [ [CA] -A 2 J ] :<!: 0. 
Using the fact that [AC] = [CA] we obtain [ c 2 -A2 ] :::: 0. From C :<? O 
and T.heorem 8. 4(v), it follows that C :<? + J-;:z = !Al. 
It follows immediately from Theorem 8. 6 that (ReM0, s:) is a 
Riesz space, and that A+= sup(A, O) in ReM0, IAI = sup(A, -A) for 
each A E ReM 0. If i denotes the inclusion map of ReM into ReM 0 
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then it is clear that i(A+) = (i(A) /for each A in ReM, and that i is 
one to one. Thus i is a Riesz isomorphism, and in the sequel we 
make no distinction between ReM and i(ReM). 
Lemma 8. 7: ReM is an order dense ideal in ReM 0• 
Proof: Suppose 0 ~ IS I ~ T where TE ReM, IS I. SEReM0 . We have 
by Theorem 8. 4 since [T- jS I] :?: 0 that 'K = ;QT s;; ;QI S 1 • Thus 
;QS = .191 SI = JI so that SE ReM by the closed graph theorem. Hence 
ReM is an ideal in ReM 0• It is clear from the construction of ReM0 
that ReM is order dense in ReM 0• 
Lemma 8. 8: Let 0 ~ SE ReM0 and suppose that {Sn} t S in the sense 
of Theorem 6. 10 • Then S f S in ReM0 • n n 
Proof: Clearly 0 ~pn f n ~ S. Suppose that TE ReM 0 satisfies 
T :?: Sn for all n. Hence if z E ;QT then 
(Tz, Tz) :?: (S z, S z) for all n. 
. n n 
Thus ~q s;; .l9s and for z E ;QT, 
(Tz, z) :?: lim (S z, z) = (Sz, z). 
n-too n 
Thus T :?: S and we have S j S in ReM0 • n n 
Theorem 8. 9: Let 0 ~pb ReM0• Then S = V (nI/\S). In other words n 
ReM0 is just the band generated by I. 
Proof: Since 0 ~ n II\ S ~ n I, n I I\ S E(ReMt. Clearly n I I\ S j n ~ S. 
By the usual procedure, V n (n I I\ S) certainly exists in ReM0 and 
satisfies V (n I I\ S) ~ S. 
n 
On the other hand, lemma 7. 3 gives the existence of a sequence of 
projections P E M such that P j I such that SP EM for each n. We 
n n n 
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have SP t ::;: Sand again V SP exists in ReM0• Observe that n n n n 
"'v SP ;2 &sand if z E fi>y SP we have P nz ... z, SP nz ... (VnSP n)z. 
n n n n 
However as S is closed, it follows that z E fi>s and SP nz ... Sz, thus 
SP t S. Now SP E ReM and SP ~ S implies SP ~ (rn It$) for 
n n n n n 
some integer m • Hence 
n 
S = V SP ~yf (nIAS). 
n n n 
Thus S = V (nI AS). 
n 
Remark: In the terminology of Riesz spaces, I is a weak order 
unit in ReM 0• 
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IX. 
Definition 9. l: 
THE DEDEKIND COMPLETENESS OF ReM 0 
If TE(ReM 0 )+, put 
1 z 
= ( 11 Tax I if x E ~q t 
f + oo otherwise (Tx, x) 
' 
Theorem 9. 2: Le·.: 0 ~AqI SE (ReM0 ) + satisfy Aq~ T ~ S. 
(i) A = V A exists in ReM 0 T T 
(ii) For every e > 0 and every x E ~AI there exists T such 
.n. e:, x 
that II Ax - A x II < e for all A :?: A . T T T 8 
"'. x 
(iii) A a j Aa in ReM 0 T T • 
(iv) 0 ~Aq t TA in ReM 0 if and only if A ~Aq and (ATx, x)f ~AxIxFK 
for all xEW. 
2 i 2 Proof: (i) By hypothesis, ~ S: ~A for every T. From 0 ~Aq q~ S 
T 
follows llATxll ~llsxl for each xE'98 2. Put7n= (xEW:supTllATxll ~ Kx, 
for some finite constant Kx}. Note that '%2 £;"1, so that ?Jl is dense in 
-;,r. '1! is clearly a linear manifold in W. If A :?: A , x E '1!, then T T 
llA ,x-A xjj
2
=IA 1xll O +~A xll 2 -(A ,x,A x)-(A x,A ,x) 
T T T T T T TT 
~ ,,AT1xll2-llATxllz. 
For each fixed xE'1!. the upwards directed set of real numbers II ATx ~ 
has a finite supremum. It follows that for every e > 0, there exists 
T such that II A 1x-A x II < e: for all A , A / :?: A . In particular, 
€, X T T T T T 
e, x 1 for n = 1, 2, ... , there exists T such that II A x-A x II < - for all 
n, x T T n 
n, x 
A :?: A and we may assume that A :?:A for all n. In 
T T T T 
n.x n+l x n,x 
particular note that llA II j sup II A x ~K Thus 
T n T T 
n, x 1 II AT x - AT II < n for all m :?: n , 
m, x n, x 
so that the sequence f A 
T 
n,x 
x} converges to an element of W which we 
shall denote by Ax. Ax is uniquely determined in the sense that if 
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{A / ) is another increasing sequence such that II A'T"x-AT / x ll<-n1 
'rn, x n,x 
for all A ~ A / , then 
T T n,.X 
llA,. 1 x-A xii~ !IA / x -A x II+ II A x - A ff<~ T T T T T n n,x n,x n,x n,x 
for A ~A I VA It follows easily that A is linear; 
T T T 
n,x n,x 
x, y, z E f;)A =?!(, z = x+y. Then, for n = 1, 2, ... 
l!Ax - A xii ~~ for all A,. ~A (i) T I n T 
~~ n,x l!Ay - AIKy~ for all A ~A (ii) n T T 
n,y 
llAz - A,.z II ~ ~ for all A,. ~AIK 
n,z 
For all AIK~ A,. VA,. VA,. , these inequalities hold 
n,x n,y n,z 
taneously. A z = A x + A y gives 
T T T 
6 
llAz - Ax - Ayl! ~ n 
which implies Az = Ax + Ay. 
Let U be unitary in M 1 ; if xE IJ;A, then 
II A U II = II UA x II = !IA x II ~ K for all T. T x T T X 
let 
simul-
It follows that Ux E f!;A and that if A,. 
n,x 
x -+Ax then A Ux .... AUx. 
Hence 
UAx = lim U A x = lim A 
n ... oo T n-+oo T 
n,x n,x 
T 
n,x 
Ux = AUx. 
Hence AU 2 UA. If x, y E "f;A, there exist A j , A j , such T n T n 
n, x n, y 
y-+ Ay. The inequalities (i), (ii), above show that A x .... Ax, A 
T T 
n,x n,y 
that there exists a sequence A j such that A x .... Ax, A y-+ Ay, 
T T T 
n n n 
so that (A x, y) = (x, A y) converges to (Ax, y) as well as (x, Ay) T T 
n n 
i.e., for all x, y E f;A (Ax, y) = (x, Ay). Thus yE /;)A* and A*y = Ay. 
Thus As;; A*, and A is Hermitian. In particular A** exists. To 
conclude that A is even self-adjoint, it suffices to show that A is 
closed in view of lemma 6. 2. Suppose that x E f;)A, x .... x, Ax -+ y. 
n n n 
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There exists a constant K such that II Ax II :s: K for all n, so that 
n 
RA x n ~ K for all T, n. Let A(m) f A where 0 ~ A(m) E ReM. 
II T nil T m T T 
For each m, T, n, we have II A (m)x f :s: K hence II A (m)x II ~ K holds 
T n T 
for each m,T. This implies that xE SA for all T and that llA xi! :s: K. 
T T 
In turn this gives x E f!JA. Since A£ A** and A** :.s closed 
Ax = A**x ... A**x = Ax. Thus A is closed, hence self-adjoint. 
n n 
That AZ ~Aw for each T is immediate from the definition of A. Hence 
T 
A ~AK 
T 
Further, for each x E SA' (A,. x, x) j n(Ax, x). 
n,x 
This follows 
from 
I (Ax, x) - (A x, x) I :s: II x ~ II Ax - A x II ~ ~ II x II T T n 
for all A ~A T T Thus (Ax, x) = sup (A x, x) holds for each x E i)A. T T 
n,x 
It follows that A= V A ; if B ~ A for all T, T T T 
2 2 then also B ~ A for all 
T 
,-. By the definition of A, SB SSA; if y ESB, then (By, y) ~ sup,.(A,.y, y) 
= (Ay, y). Thus B :<:!: A . 
1 1 1 
(iii) Observe that 0 :s: A 2 j ~ A 2 . By part (i) C = V A 2 T T T T 
1 1 
exists in ReM 0 so that C ~A a. C ~ A; for all T implies CZ ~ A,. 
1 1 
for all T, so that C 2 ~ A and C ~ A a. Therefore C = A 2 and (iii) is 
proved. 
1 1 
(iv) From parts (iii) and (i), for each x E ~A-!I II A 2x II= supIKlKAKi-~11; 
1 
if x ~ SJ· then sup II A "ix~ = + oo. Thus (Ax, x) = sup (A x, x) holds 
.n. T T T T 
for all x E'JI. On the other hand, assume that 0 :s: A,., A EReM 0 satisfy 
A ~ A for all T, and (A x, x) j (Ax, x) for every x E'i/. By (i) A f B:s:A 
T T T T T 
so that i!JA £ SB· For each x E-/!; A. (Bx, x) = (Ax, x). Since the graph 
of [A-BJ in""" is just the closure in 1{x1{ of the graph of A-B, it 
follows that [A-BJ = O. By this the theorem is completely proved. 
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Theorem 9. 3: Let [A ), (B J E (ReM 0 )+ satisfy 0 ~A t A, cr T cr o 
O ~ B j B. T T Then [A B ] j [AB] CJ T 0, T ' 
+ Proof: Without loss of generality, assume A , B belong to (ReM) . 
CJ T 
Thus AO'BT j T, O' ~ [AB]. so by Theorem 9. 2 (i), there exists CE(ReMr/ 
such that A B f C ~ [AB J. In particular lF[A~=> ,..J S l)C . If O' T O','T" D 
x E S[AB]' there exists xn E l)AB' xn ... x and ABxn ... [AB]x. It fol-
lows that ABx ... Cx. In fact, fABx J converges and so is a Cauchy 
n n 
sequence. Givene: >O, forn, m~n (e:). llAB(x -x >II <e:. 
o n m 
Hence, 
for every n, m ~ n (e:) sup llA B(x -x >I= sup II BA (x -x >II< e: o• cr cr nm cr O'nm 
and so sup II B A lx -x ) II < e:. Let x ... x and it follows, since 
cr, T T cr' n m m 
each BTAcr is continuous, that 
sup II B A (x -x) I ~ e: for all n ~ n0 (e:). CJ, T T cr n 
Now, since x E ~CD there exist cr(e:). T(e:) such that 
n Cx - A B x II < e: for all A B ~A ( )B ( ) II CJT O' T CJE: TE: 
Let y be arbitrary in ~AB" From By E ~A• it follows that there exists 
cr such that II A By - A By II < e: for all A ~ A . Also since 
e:,y cr cr cr 
e:. y 
A By= BA y, there exists T such that II BA y-B A Yll 
CJ cr e:,y cr T cr 
= KA By - A B y II < e: for all B ~ B Thus , for all A ~A Ila O"T TT cr (J, 
B 
T 
~B 
T 
e:, y 
llABy-A B YI! ~we: 
0 T 
e:,y e,y 
Hence, given e: > O, for each xn• there exist A 0 BT such that 
e:. x , e:, x 
n n 
II Cx - A B x II < e:. II A Bx - A B x II < e: 
cr T n cr T n 
e:,x e:,x e:,x e:,x 
n n n n 
hold simultaneously. Choose n (e) such that sup II A B (x -x) II < e: 
o a, T a T n 
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!ICx-ABxnll s:l!Cx-B'T A 0 xll+llB'T A 0 (xn-x)f 
e:, xn e:, x e;, x e:, x 
n n n 
Thus ABx ... Cx. Thus Cx = [AB]x and so [AB] £ C. Therefore 
n 
[AB]= C. 
~llary 9. 4: If O s: fA-r} j 'T A, 0 s: [B'T} j 'T B are indexed by the 
same index set [ T}, then [A B ] 'f [AB]. 
'T T 'T . 
Proof: [A B J j follows immediately from the equidirectedness. It 
'T 'T 'T 
remains to be shown that the systems [A B ], [A B 1] have the same 
'T 'T 'T 'T 
set of upper bounds. It is obvious that any upper bound of the system 
[A'TB'T 1] is an upper bound for the system [A'TB'T ]. Let [A B J 
,.1 'Tz 
be given choose T 3 such that A :2: A , A ; B :2: B , B , then 
'T3 -r1 'Tz T3 Tl 'Tz 
[A B ] :2: [A B ] . Thus any upper bound of the system [A'T B'T J 
-r3 'T3 -r1 'Tz 
is also an upper bound of the system [A'TB'T 1] • 
Theorem 9. 5: Let [Ei Ji E.J be a system of pairwise disjoint projec-
tions of M which satisfies L:iEJ1 Ei = I. For any element TE ReM0, 
set T. = TE. and let~ denote a finite subfamily of the index set ..;. 
1 1 
Then 
(i) If TE(ReM0)+, T = TT·cnx T. = v.T. = V'IJl(T[cry;xT.) 1 '"""' 1 1 l a 1 ca 1 
(ii) If SE(ReM0 )+, TE(ReM 0 )+, then [ST]= V.[S.T.]. 1 l 1 
Proof: (i) T =TIE n>< T. follows from [12], p. 70. Note that E.E.=O 
1 ..... l l J 
implies T. /\ T. = O. If not, there exists 0-:/ AE(ReM)+ such that As:T., 
1 J 1 
As: T. so that A= AE. = (AE.)E. = 0. Hence T. VT.= [T.@ T.] if J 1 Jl 1 J l J 
i '/. j. Consequently, for each finite subfamily ;J of..;, ViE;JTi= n.81xTi. 
By the Dedekind completeness of ReMO, nb~ XTi i;J TI s: T. Thus 
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T' = V;;(ViE":JTi) = ViE,JTi. qD~ T implies T'Ei ~ TEi =Ti. 
On the other hand T' ~ T. implies T'E ~qKK Thus T'E. = T. and 
l l 1 1 l 
T' = TfiE..Px T'Ei = TfiE..PxTi = T. 
(ii) In view of (i), it is sufficient to show that [ST]E. = rs. T. ]. 
1 . 1 1 
Note that S. T. = SE.· TE. c [STJE., so that [S. T.] c [ST]E.. Hence 
1 1 1 1- 1 l 1 - l 
[S. T.] = [ST]. , by lemma 6. 2. 
1 1 l 
Let A be any element of ReM0 . R(A) will denote the closure 
of the range of A, N(A) will denote the null space of A. 
Lemma 9. 6: If A, B E ReMo then 
(i) A J. BA [AB]= 0 ~ AB= 0 ~ R(A) J. R(B). 
(ii) If A, B, C E ReM 0, then A J. B implies AC J. BC. 
Proof: (i)Assurnefirstthat A~ 0, B ~ 0 and set C =A/\ B ~ 0. Let 
O ~A j A, O ~ B j B, where A , B E ReM. Note that A /\ B = 0 
nn n n n n n 
so that A B = 0. Sine e [A B J j [AB], AB = 0. In the general 
n n n n n 
case, it is clear that [AB] = 0 if and only if AB= 0. By the uniqueness 
of the square root in ReM 0• I [AB] I= CIAllBI ]. Hence [AB]= 0 if 
and only if IAl!BI = 0, i.e., if and only if A J.B. 
H R(A) J. R(B) then (Ax, By) = O holds for all x ES A'yE ~so that 
(x,ABy) = 0 for all xESA' yE.19AB" Since SA is dense, AB= 0 =[AB]. 
Conversely, if AB= 0, thenD1{={y~~:ByDb~A} is essentially dense inV 
'f I I I I by lemma 7. 8. Hence 1 x =Ax , x E SA and y = By where y ESB, 
y E SA' then (x, y) = (Ax', By')= (x', ABy') = 0. To conclude that 
R(A) J. R(B), it is sufficient to observe that the closure of the graph in 
V x '}{ of the restriction of B to '1! is just B. 
(ii) If A, B, CE ReM 0, and A J.B, then AB= 0. Thus 
0 = [ [AB]C2 ] = [[AC] [BC]], so that AC J. BC. 
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Theorem 9. 7: Let 0 ~ [Ti JiEJ1 be any system of mutually disjoint 
elements of ReM0. Then S = V. T. exists in ReM0 and satisfies 1 1 
SE. = T., where E. denotes the projection on R{T. ). Consequently 
1 1 1 1 
ReM0 is a universally complete Riesz space. 
Proof: By lemma 9.6, T .LT. for i ~j implies E . .LE. where E. E. 
i J 1 J 1, J 
respectively denote the projection on R{T.), R{T.). Set S = ITE n X T .. 
1 J 1 Wt 1 
It is clear that S = 0 on I - L:iEJ1 Ei, 
Clearlypbi~ Ti sothatSEi =Ti. 
and from Theorem 9. 5, S=V .... n T .. 
lCWt 1 
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X. A GENERALIZATION OF THE THEOREM OF 
R. PALLU DE LA BARRIERE 
Definition 10. 1: A map \jr: (ReM0)+-+ [O, +oo] will be called a trace 
+ on ReM 0 if for each T 1, T 2 E (ReM 0 ) , >.. :::!:: 0, real, we have 
\jr([Tl+T2]} = \jr(Tl) + \jr(T2), \jr(A Tl)= A \jr(Tl). 
\jr will be called a semi-finite trace, if for each TE (ReM0 )+, T # 0, 
there exists 0 :IS E(ReM 0 )+ such that 0 < S ~ T and \jr(S) <+co. "'will 
be called a normal trace if 0 ~ T j T in (ReM0 )+ implies T T 
'f( T) = supT 'f( TT). Finally t will be called faithful if 'f(T) = 0, 
TE (ReM 0)+, implies T = 0. 
Definition 10. 2: + Let cp(M) = w (M) for some x E 'JI. For TE(ReM0), x, x 
·put 
.! 2 1 
0 , T > = {II T 2 x II if x E &_r a , 
x, X' +co otherwise. 
Note that if x E '/i)T, then 0 (T) = (Tx, x), and if TE (ReM)+ then 
x,x 
0. (T) = w (T). 
x, x -x, x 
Lemma 10. 3: For each x E'J,f, 0 is a normal semi-finite trace on 
x,x 
(ReM 0)+. 0 is faithful if and only if EM = I. x,x x 
+ (i) . + 
Proof: Let Tl' T 2 E (ReM 0) • Let 0 ~ Hn j n Ti, e~ E (ReM) , 
i= 1, 2;n= 1, 2, . . . . It follows that 
(i) H(l)+H( 2 )-f- [T +T] 
n n In 1 2 
(ii) [H ( 1)+ H (2)Jt 1 [T +T Ji 
n n n 1 2 · 
For each yE'll, II Ee~lF + e~O»vll O = llif~FyrO+11rf~Fvll O+OEe~lFe~O FyI y). 
Since Ee~F e~O >yI y) ~ O, 
(iii) ne~ 1 y11 O + II e~O Fv " 2 >t ~ff e~>y+e~OFv ~ ~1 e~ >y I+ I e~Oy n; 
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(iv) ~ ( e~l ) + e~O » t y II 2 = II e~ 1) t y ~ 2 + ~ e~ 2) t y II : 
(iii) implies y E S[T +T J if and only if y EST n ST • 
1 2 I 2 
(iv) implies y E S[T +T ]j if and only if yE ~q t n ~qiK 
1 2 I 2 
It follows that 0 ([T 1+T2 ]) = +oo if and only if 0 (T 1) = + oo and/or x,x x,x 
0 (T2 ) =+co. Thus 0 ([T 1+T2 ]) < +oo if and only if 0 (T 1)<+co x,x x,x x,x 
and 0 (T2 ) < + oo. In this case x, x 
0 ([T +T )]=II (T +T )jxf 2=lim ll(H(l)+H<2»txll2 
x, x 1 2 1 2 n-+ oo n n 
= lim nH(l)jxn 2 + lim llH(Z)jxn 2 
n-+oo I! n II n-+co n II 
= O (T 1) + 0 (T2 ). x,x x,x 
That 0 is normal follows from theorem 9. 2, and the semi-
x, x 
finiteness of 0 follows immediately from the fact that ReM is order 
x,x 
dense in ReM 0, and that 0 (T) < +oo for each T E(ReM )+. If x,x 
M 1 M' M' E '#I, then 0 (I-E ) = ~ (I-E ) = 0. On the other hand, 
x x, x x -x, x x 
I 
if EM = I then 0 is faithful; for if 0 i TE (ReM0 )+, then choose X X,X I 
0 ~p E(ReM)+ withS ~ T. Then EM ::r I implies that 0 (S)=w EpF~ 0. 
x x,x x,x 
The next lemma is somewhat in the converse direction. 
+ Lemma 10. 4: Let 'f be a normal trace on (ReM0 ) such that ~fF<+ co, 
then "' = n for some x 0/. 
x,x 
Proof: Since ReM is the ideal generated by I, 'f(T) < + oo for each 
TE (ReM)+. The restriction of 'f to (ReM)+ defines a positive normal 
linear functional on ReM. 
+ holds for each TE (ReM) • 
+ holds for each TE (ReM0) . 
There exists x E 'II such that 'f(T)= 0 (T) 
x,x 
By normality and lemma 8. 7, 'f(T)=O lT) 
x, '1t 
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Lemma 10. 5: If {t)iEJl is a family of normal traces on (ReM0)+. 
then the map T-+ L:iE.JI ti(T): (ReM 0)+-+ [O. +oo] is also a normal 
+ trace on (ReM 0) • 
+ Proof: Set t(T) = L:iE.JI ti(T). T EReM0 . tis clearly linear. 
Suppose 0 ~ T j T E ReM 0+. By (:;} denote the family of all finite T T 
subsets of the index set ,JI. 
supT L:iE..P ti(TT) = supT sup~ i:ib~tiEqqF 
= sup'l:sup L:.E'l:t.(T) 
a T 1 a 1 T 
= SUP:; L:iE:J L:i(T) = L:iE.Jlti(T). 
Thus 'f is a normal trace. 
Theorem 1O.6: There exists a semi-finite, faithful, normal trace 
+ on (ReM 0) . 
Proof: iet~ .• x. (M) be a maximal family of positive normal linear 
1 1 MI 
functionals on M with the property that their supports E = Ei 
x. 
1 
are pairwise disjoint. As usual, L:. E n E. = I. Let 0 denote 
1 .,,,, 1 x., x. 
+ 1 1 
the extension of ~K • x. to a normal trace on (ReM0 ) . Then 
1 1 
t 0 = L:. E n 0 has the desired properties. to is certainly a normal 1 WI' x .• x. 
1 1 + 
trace by lemma 10. 5. Suppose that for some TE (ReM0 ) , t 0 (T) = O. 
Let O ~ T f T, T E(ReM)+. From t 0(T ) = 0 follows w (T ) = 0, n n n n x., x. n 
1 1 
thus T E. = 0, hence T = 0 since L:. E n E. = I. Thus T=O, and ,,, is 
n 1 n 1 "" 1 "'O 
faithful. If TEReM;, T -f 0 then TEi ':f. 0 for at least one index i. 
Choose 0 ':f. S ~ TE.. Then 0 (S) = 0 if i f. j. Thus 
1 x., x. 
J J 
t 0 (S) = 0 (S) = ~ (S) < + oo, so that to is semi-finite. xi. xi i' xi 
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In the converse direction we have: 
Theorem 10. 7: If t is any normal, faithful semi-finite trace on 
(ReM 0)+ then there exi1:>ts a family (xi Ji EJ' xi EN' such that 
[M'x.] J. [M'x.] if if j, L:.E n b~ =I and t = L:.E n 0 . 
1 J 1 ""' 1 1 WI' x .• x. 
1 1 
Proof: An outline of the proof is given, the details follow exactly 
as in theorem 10.lO. Choose a maximal family of pairwise disjoint 
projections E. EM such that 'ljt(E.) < + oo. From the semi-finiteness 
1 1 
of t follows that L:iEJ Ei = I. The restriction of 'f to (ReM)+Ei 
defines a positive faithful normal linear functional on ME., whence 
1 
M' 
the existence of x. E JI such that E.x. =x. ;E = E. follows from the 
1 11 1 Xi 1 
faithfulness oft· Thus 'f (TE.) = w (TE.) holds for each T E(JleMf 
1 x., x. 1 
1 1 + 
so that t(TE.) = 0 (TE.) holds for each TE(ReM) by normality. 
1 x., x. 1 
1 1 
Finally if (3'} denotes the family of all finite subsets of the index set 
.;, then for each TE(R.eMJ+, 
t(T) = sup'"J:tOf·e'"J:.xTE.)= sup'"J::E"E'"J:t(TE.)=sup_i:.O'l!O (TE.) 
a 1 a 1 a 1 a 1 ~l~ xi, Xi 1 
= sup'"J: :E. E '"J: 0 (T) = :E. E n 0 (T) 
a 1 a xi, xi 1 ""' xi, xi 
Lemma 10. 8: + + If S E(ReM) , T E(ReMo) then 
(i) [TS] = TS, (ii (Tsfa = Tasa. 
Proof: (i) It is sufficient to notice that SEReM, T closed imply TS 
is closed. 
1111 1 11 11 
(ii) Observe [Tl's2 T 2 s 2 ] = [TS]= TS. :. (TS)a= [Tasa] =T'is2 . 
Lemma 10. 9: + Let t 0 be a normal faithful semi-finite trace on{ReM0) • 
Let E be any projection of M such that t 0 (E) < + co. 
Define P = V {EM: l1l (M) = t 0(ME) }. Then P = E. x x -x, x 
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Proof: Since t 0 (E) < +oo, the restriction of t 0 to ME is a positive 
normal linear functional on M; by lemma 10. 4, there exists (at least 
one) x E 'II such that t 0 (ME) = W (M). By the faithfulness of t 0, I _ X, X 
M E = E. The lemma now follows exactly as in lemma 4. 8. 
x 
The following theorem is the central result of this section and 
generalizes the weak Radon-Nikodym theorem. of lemma 4. 7 and the 
theorem of R. Pallu de la Barri~reK 
Theorem. 1 O. 10: Let to be a semi-finite faithful normal trace on 
(ReM 0)+. Lett be an arbitrary semi-finite normal trace on(ReM0)+. 
There exists T E(ReM0)+such that t(S) = t 0([TS]) for all S bEoeMg~ 
Conversely if T E(ReM0 )+, the map t(S) = t 0([TS]), SE(ReM 0)+is a 
normal semi-finite trace on (ReM 01+. The restriction of t to ReM 
defines a positive normal linear functional on M if and only if 
t 0 (T) < +oo. Finally t 0([TS]) ~ t 0 ([ T'S]) holds for all SE(ReM0)+if 
and only if T ~ T ~ 
Proof: Consider a maximal family of projections in M, (Ei }iEJl' 
pairwise disjoint with the property that t(E.) < + oo, and v0 (E. )< + oo l l 
for each iEJl. Put E = V. E., F = I-E; if 0-:} P ~ F, Pa projection 
l l 
in M, then t(P) = +oo; for there exists 0-:} P' ~ P such that t 0 (P')<+oo 
by the semi-finiteness of 'lfo· The maximality of the family (Ei} 
then implies t(P{) = +oo, thus t(P) <+cc contradicting the semi-
finiteness oft· Thus F = 0 and V .E. = I. For SE(ReM \+put 
l 1 O' 
t~ (S) = t 0(SEi), ti(S) = t(SEi). By lemma 10.4, toi• ti define positive 
normal linear functionals. 'If o faithful implies (support t6HM) = Ei. 
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Thus (support ,1/)(M) :s: (support t 0i)(M). Hence there exists Ti E(ReMct 
such that, for all SE(ReM)+, ti(S) = t(SE.) = t 0i'([ST.]). If we set l l 
S. = SE .• then t(S.) = t 0 ([T.S. ]) holds for each SE'1teMF; hence by l l l l l 
normality for each SEfR.eMF. Put T =~bg x Ti, and observe that 
TE(ReM 0f.° Let f:JJ denote the family of finite subsets of the index 
set J), and let S be any element of (ReMJ: Note thatlT3 x Si f 3 S and 
1f3 x Ti 13 T andlT ~[pi Ti] t :J [ST] 
t(S) = SUP3 t ~ x Si) 
= sup3 (L:3 t(Si) ) 
= sup (I:'I]'! t 0([S.T.]) :J C" l l 
= sup3 Yo ~x [Si Ti]) 
= t 0([ST]) using the normality oft. to· 
Conversely, if T bEoeM MF~ define t(S) = t 0([STJ). SE(ReM/. tis 
clearly linear on(ReM 1: By lemma 0 :s: S j s. S , SE (ReMJ CJ T T T 
implies 0 :s: [S T] f [ST] so that t is normal. To check the semi-T T 
finiteness of 'f, choose f P nJ n= 1, 2, ... projections in M such that 
P 1 I and T P E ReM. Let S E(ReM0fbe given. Choose n such that n n n 
[SP J i- 0 and S / E ReM such that 0 'f:. S' :s: [SP ] :s: S and satisfying 
n n 
t 0 (S') < +oo. Observe S'Pn = S'. Since TPn E (ReM)+ there exists 
a constant K such that T P :s: KI. We have 
n 
Thus t is semi-finite. 
That t defines a positive normal linear functional on ReM if and only 
if t 0 (T) < oo is an immediate consequence of lemma 10. 4 and the 
fact that t 0 (T) < oo if and only if t 0 (I) < oo. 
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It is clear that, if T, T' E{ReMJ+ satisfy T ~ T' then 
t 0([ST]) ~ t 0([ST']) holds for each S bEoeMc}~ Thus assume that 
t 0 ([ST]) ~ t 0 ([ST
1
]) holds for each S inEoeMMFD~ Choose a maximal 
family of pairwise disjoint projections fEi }iE..P of M with the property 
that t 0(Ei) < +co, tJfEi T 'J) < +co. In particular t0([Ei T]) < oo for each 
iEJ1. As usual !:iEJl Ei = I and for each i there exists (at least one) 
M' 
x. E')f such that E.x. = x., E = ~ and t 0(SE.) = 0 (S.) holds for 1 1 1 1 x. 1 x .• x. 1 
1 1 1 
each S inEoeMg~ From t 0([EiT']) < +oo it follows that 
O ([S.T.]) ~ 0 ([S.T.'J) < +oo holds for all S bEoeMF~ By lemma 
xi'xi 1 1 xi>xi 1 1 
10. 4 and the definition of O , it follows that x. E 8T i L ,f 
x .• x. . 1 . , -·r . , d- 11 . 1 1 
and for each S E(ReM) • we have 
1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
( .) (Tas'i Tasa )-(S Ta Ta ) (S T' 2 Tr;f ) 1 . • x.. . . x. - . . x.. . x. ~ . . x.. . x. . 
1 1 1 1 1 1 111 11 11 1 1 1 
Suppose first that T. T' actually belong to(ReMF. From (i) follows 
(Ti x. x) ~ (T {x. x) for all x E{M xiJ, and hence by continuity 
[ ] M I M for all xE Mx. . Thus T. E ~ T. E . By lemma 10. 9, 1 1 x. 1 x. 
M 1 1 I 
E. = V f E : t 0(ME.)= lLl (M)}. Thus T.E. ~ T. E. or T. ~ T!. 1 x. x. 1 -x .• x. 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 1 
In the general case, choose projections f P } f P 1 } in M such 
n ' n 
that P t I. P / t I, such that T P E(ReMf, T 'p / E(Re.Mf. 
n ·n n n n n 
For each i, T. P E!ReMf. T! P / E(ReMi+. and observe that 
1 n 1 n 
1 1 
I - 1- ~ Q = P /\P / f I. and T.Q , T. Q , T! Q • T. z Q E!ReMJ • In 
n n n n 1n 1 n 1 n 1 n 
relation (i) replace S by SQn. For each SEIReMf 
1 1 
(SQ T! x., q~ x.) = (S T.Q x., x.) ~Epq! Q x., x.). 
n 1 1 11 1n 1 1 1n1 1 
·Thus T.Q ~ T.1 Q • so that T. ~ T!. Hence T ~ T 1 • 1 n 1 n 1 1 
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Corollary 10. 11: Let \If, q:> be two normal semi-finite traces on(ReMct 
which satisfy t(T} ~ q:>(T} for each T bEoeMd~ There exists S E{ReMf° 
with 0 ~ S .so; l such that \jr(T} = q:>([ST]} for all T bEoeMg~ 
Before proving Corollary 10. 11 we give the following slight 
generalization of [ 1 ]. p. 11, lemma 2. 
Lemma 10.12:_ Let T 1, T 2 E(ReMJ+satisfy T 1 ~ T 2 . There exists 
S E(ReM,+ with 0 ~ S ~ 1 such that T 1 = T 2 S. 
Proof: From T 1 ~ T 2 we have l:)Tz f;; l:)T . If x E l:)T then 
l 2 .!. 2 .1 11 2 
II T }"5x ~ ~ II T 2a x II . The map T,Zx-+T { x may be extended uniquely 
l 
to a continuous linear map B: [Range T zaJ -+ 1/. Set B = 0 on JI 9 
.!. 
[Range T 2a]. It follows easily that BE M, 0 ~ B*B ~ 1 and that 
.!. .!. 
T { = [BT 2
3 ]. Thus Tl = T 2s, with S = B*B. 
Proof of Corollary 10. 11: Let to be a normal faithful semi-finite 
trace onEoeMMF~ By theorem 10. 10, there exist Tl' T 2 E(ReM0)+ such 
that t(T) = t 0([T T 1]) ~ t 0([TT2]) = q:>(T) holds for each T inEoeMg~ 
Thus T 1 :5:: T 2 and by lemma 10. 12 there exists 0 ~ S ~ l, S E{ReMf 
with T 2s = TI" Thus 
q:>([ST]) = q:>(TS) = to([T s Tz]) = to([TT1J> = \jr(T). 
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XI. THE EXTENDED ORDER DUAL OF ReM0 
In this section we shall show that the family of semi-finite 
traces introduced in X may be endowed with a Riesz space structure. 
This leads'immediately to a representation of the elements of ReM 0 
as normal integrals defined on an order dense ideal of ReM. The 
notation and terminology is essentially the same as in [8]. 
By ~we shall denote the family of all order dense ideals of 
Then ~is a filter basis. Let <t> = U (I"': I E ~}K 
n 
If cpE <t> vv e 
shall denote by Icp its domain of definition. Thus Icp E ~and cpE(Icp); 
for all cpE<t>. 
We may define the following relation on<t>: cp 1 =..!}' cp2 whenever 
· (TEReM0 :cp1 (T)= cp2 (T)} 
contains an order dense ideal of ReM0. Since .D' is a filter basis, 
the relation = 9 is an equivalence relation. The set of classes of 
equivalent elements will be denoted by r(ReM 0) and its elements 
denoted by(cp]. r(ReM) is defined similarly. 
r(ReMo> is given a Riesz space structure as follows. For all 
real a, and all [cp] E r(ReM 0). set a[cp] = [acp]; [cp 1 ]+[cp2 J = [cp3 J 
whenever there exist cp{ E [cp 1 ]. er; E [cp2 J and cp~ E [cp3 J such that 
(T:cp{(T) + cp{(T) = cp;(T)} contains an order dense ideal of ReM0. 
That the linear operatio&1.S are well defined follow from the fact that 
.0 is a filter basis. 
We set [cp] =:!: 0 whenever there exists cp'E[cp] such that 
{TEReM0 :cp'(T) ~ O} E .,9. The se·t of non-negative elements forms a 
coneinrEoe~F; if we set [cp 1] ~ [cp2 J whenever [cp2 -cp1J=[cp 1]-[cp2]::?0, 
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the order structure defined on r (ReM0) is compatible with its 
linear structure. For every [cp] Er(ReM 0) we have [cp] ~ [cp+], and 
if [tJ ~ 0 is such that [tJ :<? [cp] then [cp+z~ ['If]. Thus [cpt exists 
and equals [cp+]. Hence r(ReM0) is a Riesz space. 
For O ~·cp E<I>, setq)(T) = sup(cp(S}: O ~ S ~ T, SElcp} for qbEoeMg~ 
Theorem 1. 1 of [8 J asserts that if 0 ~ cp, it E 4>, then [cp]= [ t J if 
and only if cp = t onEoeMi~ cp has the following properties 
(i) cp( [ T 1+T2 ]}=q)( T 1 }+ep(T 2 }, q)°(a T 1}=acp(T 1} for each real a :?::0, 
Tl' T 2 E(ReMcf 
(ii} 0 ~ T 1 ~ T 2 in ReM, then qi(T 1} ~cpEqO }K 
(Hi} cp is semi-finite in the sense of section X. 
(iv} 0 ~ T j Tin ReM 0 , then qi(T) = sup cp(T }. T T T T 
Thus cp is the minimal monotone additive extension of cp to(ReMJ+ 
with values in [O, oo]. It is clear that qi is a normal semi-finite 
trace onEoeMg~ and that the restriction of qi to(ReMf is a normal 
semi-finite trace on ReM in the usual sense {[lJ p. 79) . 
For eachcpE<I>, we shall write 8cp= (SEReM0:jcpj(jSj}<+oo}. 
Then 8 2 I , and 8 ·ts an order dense ideal, in fact the largest on 
cp cp cp 
which such that I cpj can be extended finitely. 
Let 'f o be a faithful normal semi-finite trace onEoeMd~ and 
let 0 ~ cpEct>, cp the extension of cp toEoeMg~ By theorem 10. 7 there 
exists TE(ReMJ+ such that cp(S} = t 0 ([TS]} holds for each SE(ReMJ: 
Conversely an element T E(ReMctdefines an element of r (ReM0}+ 
as follows: set IT= (SEReM0:t0([ IS jT)).::.+ oo}. Then IT E<I> and if 
S, Sl, SzE IT' s = pl-~withp1·~O~MKthencpKfRD=to<[Ui_qzF-to<[~qzF 
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defines uniquely cpT as an element of EfqF~K By normality 
cpT(S) = ""o< [ST]) holds for each SE{ReMot By theorem 10. 7 cpT=cpT I 
implies T = T / for T, T' b{oeMMF~ Hence if T, T' E(ReM 0)+ then 
[ cp T J = [ C?y , J if and only if T = T ' . 
We may now define a map m:(ReMJ+ ... r(ReM 0)+ by setting 
+ 
m(T) = [cpT] for TE (ReM0 ) . The preceding remarks show that m 
is onto and 1-1. It is obvious that 0 ~ T 1 ~ T 2 imply that m(T 1 F~mEq z>· 
Further mis linear on (ReM0): In fact let T 1• T 2 E(ReM0); then for all 
pbfoeMMF~ 
cpT +T (S) = 'fo([S(Tl+T2)]) = 'fo([ST1J> + 'fo([ST2J> 
1 2 
= cpT (S) + cpT (S) 
1 2 
If IT +T = fSEReM 0 :cpT +T CISl)<+oo}, thenIT +T E<I>. 1 2 1 2 1 2 
IT +T £;IT n TT and for all SEIT +T 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
cpT +T (S)=cpT (S)+cpT (S) 
1 2 1 2 
Hence [cpT +T ] = [cpT +cpT J = [cpT J + [cpT J 
1 2 1 2 1 2 
so that mis linear. We will show that m may be extended to a Riesz 
isomorphism of ReM 0 onto r (ReM0). 
Theorem 11. 1: The Riesz spaces ReM0, r(ReM0 ). r(ReM) are iso-
morphic. 
Proof: Let m:(ReMJ+-+r(ReM0 )+ be defined as above. For T=[T1-T2 ] 
Tl' T 2 E{ReM 0); set m(T) = m(T1)-m(T2 ). That rn:ReM0 .... r(ReM0 ) 
is well defined, linear and 1-1 follows immediately from the linearity 
and 1-1-ness of m on(ReMJ°!' Let [cp]Er(ReM0 ). [cp]=[cp1 ]-[cp2 ] with 
[cp 1]:?: 0, [~z:?: 0. There exist T 1, T 2 E(ReMclwith m(T1) = [cp1J, 
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Thus m is onto. 
To show that mis a Riesz isomorphism of ReM0 ontor(ReM 0) 
it is sufficient to show that m(T+) = m(T)+ or alternatively 
+ [cpT+] = [cpT ] . If S :2: 0, SE .&r.tlr, then 
cp;(S) = sup(cpT(S'): 0 s: S's: S} 
In particular cp;(S) s: cpT+(S). 
For each AboeM~K define tT+(A) =limn-too cps(A/\n T+). 
It follows immediately that .&tT+ 2 .&CfS. that tT+ s: cps on .&cp
5 
and 
that 0 ~ t'T+ s: cps. Since the restrictions of tT+, cps to ReM are 
normal semi-finite tr aces on ReM, by Corollary 10. 11 there 
exists 0 s: ST+ s: 1, ST+ E ReM such that tT + = C!Ss +· Note that 
T + 
O s: SST+ ~ S and that tT+(T) = cpSS +(T) = cpT(SST+) = cp8 (T )=cpT+(S). T 
Hence cp~ (S) = cpT+(S) and so [~z :: [cpT+ J and m is a Riesz isomor-
phism. That I'(ReM), I'(ReM0) are isomorphic Riesz spaces follows 
immediately from the fact that ReM is an order dense ideal in ReM0 
and [8], Theorem 2. 6. 
A Riesz space Lis said to be perfect in the extended sense 
if it satisfies L = I'(I'(L) ). From [ 8] ,p.491 , if L is any Archimedean 
Riesz space, then I'(L) is perfect in the extended sense. Combining 
this remark with Theorem 11. 1, we have as a generalization of 
Theorem 5. 2: 
Theorem 11. 2: The Riesz space ReM0 is perfect in the extended 
sense. 
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XII. THE SQUARE ROOT OF AN ARBITRARY 
POSITIVE SELF-ADJOINT TRANSFORMATION 
In preceding sections, it has been shown that an Abelian 
W*-algebra M may be extended to a class M 0 of closed densely defined 
linear transformations which commute with every unitary operator in 
M '. The following question arises naturally. If T is a given self-
adjoint transformation on the Hilbert space 'ii, does there exist an 
Abelian W*-algebra M such that T E M 0 ? If T is bounded, then 
{I, T}" trivially satisfies the requirements. 
Let T be a self-adjoint transformation on the Hilbert space ~ 
Note in particular that T is densely defined, linear and closed. 
Lemma 12. 1: Let M 1 = [S E Ki~F: ST £TS). M 1 is a W*-algebra. 
Proof: It is clear that M 1 is a linear space. Suppose that s 1, s 2 E Ml' 
thenS 1 S 2 q~pl TS 2 cTs1 s 2 sothatM1 is an algebra. IfS EM1, 
* * then S*T c (TS) = TS . Thus M 1 is a *- subalgebra of Ki~FK It is now 
" sufficient to show that M 1 = M 1. To this end observe that the bounded 
2 -1 2 -1 I 
self-adjoint operators (I+T ) , T(I+T ) belong to M 1 n Mr In fact, 
from 
T(I+TZ)-1 = (T(I+TZ)-1 )* ~ (I+TZ)-1 T 
2 -1 2 -1 it follows that both T(I+T ) , (I+T ) belong to M 1 . If further, 
S EMl' from ST£ TS it follows that ST 2 £ T 2S and 
S (T 2+ I) = ST 2+ S £ T 2S+ S = (T 2 + I)S 
2 -1 2 -1 implies (I+T ) S = S (I+T ) 
and T(I+T 2 )-lS = TS(I+T 2 )-l ~ ST(I+TZ)-l 
2 -1 2 -1 
so that equality holds since T (I+T ) S, ST (I+T ) are bounded. 
,, 
Now suppose that S E M 1 
S (I+ T 2) -1 = (I+ T 2) -1 S 
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In particular 
and ST (I+ T 2 ) - l = T (I+ T 2 ) - l S = TS (I+ T 2 ) - l 
Hence, if x E ~qO = ~Ef+qOF-lD then Sx EST and TSx = S Tx. Let x E .l9T. 
Since the graph of the restriction of T to ST2 is dense in the graph of 
T {in 11 x "), there exist x E ST2 such that x ... x, Tx ... Tx. Thus 
n n n 
Sx EST' Sx ->SxandTSx =STx ->ST. ThusSxESTand 
n n n n x 
T(Sx) = STx since T is closed. Thus ST f; TS and S E M 1 . Hence 
M 1 ::: M 1" and the lemma is proved. 
Lemma 12. 2: M{ is an Abelian W*-algebra. 
I I I Proof: We show that M 1 c M 1 = (M1 ) . It is sufficient to note that 
{I+T2 )- 1, qEf+qO F~ 1 belong to M 1 . If SE M 1' ST c follows exactly as 
in lemma 12. 1. 
Theorem l?.. 3: Let T be a self-adjoint linear transformation on a 
Hilbert space 11. There exists a unique, positive self-adjoint linear 
2 
transformation S such that S = T. 
Proof: By lemmas 12. 1, 12. 2, there exists an Abelian W*-algebra M 
such that T commutes with every unitary operator in M '. The state-
plent of the theorem now follows from Theorem 6. 10. 
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